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Abstract
In early modern times, European international relationships with the Otto-
man Empire and in the Mediterranean were characterized by a complex sys-
tem of consular networks privileged by the sultan or the North-African deys 
and beys by way of capitulations. Security was mostly addressed in terms of 
safety for the free practice of trade and commerce. The transformation of this 
situation between the late eighteenth century until around 1840 is character-
ized by complex entanglements of continuity and rupture between early mod-
ern and modern realities: the infrastructure of the consular system persisted 
for a long time, while the invasion of Egypt (1797), the continental Napoleon-
ic Wars, the Greek War of Independence (starting 1822) and the invasion of 
Algeria (1830) were profoundly changing the region. «Security», as conceived 
by liberal men of politics like Chateaubriand, Benjamin Constant and Jeremy 
Bentham, became a central term to order the emerging new realities in terms 
of state and international politics. At the same time, while one conceives of the 
European allies’ invasion of Greece as perhaps the first modern humanitarian 

 * Thanks go to Stephen Walsh († 2018) for editing the English, Emmanuele de 
Champs for a reading and inspiring discussions about Bentham research in Erfurt 
(2017), Friedemann Pestel for important comments. A version had been orally pre-
sented at a conference of the Koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschappen in Amster-
dam; thanks to the organizers, Beatrice de Graaf and Ozan Ozavci. Funding for this 
research has been provided by Heisenberg-Stelle GZ Zw 164-8/1, 9/1.
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intervention, more or less the same type of military intervention in Algeria is 
conceived of as France’s first modern act of colonization by military forces. 
This dialectic of the two-sided face of interventionism under different labels as 
an exception from the rules of the post-Vienna system of international rela-
tions was producing new conceptions of security in and of the Mediterranean.

Keywords: Jeremy Bentham, Benjamin Constant, Chateaubriand, Alexis de 
Tocqueville, Adamantios Korais, French invasion of Algeria, Greek independ-
ence, Ottoman Empire, Congress of Vienna (1815).

Resum
A l’edat moderna, les relacions dels estats europeus amb l’Imperi otomà i el 
món mediterrani es caracteritzaven per una complexa xarxa de consolats que 
gaudien de privilegis atorgats mitjançant capitulacions pel sultà o els deys 
i beys nord-africans. La qüestió de la «seguretat» era sobretot entesa com a 
tranquil·litat en la pràctica lliure dels negocis i del comerç. La transformació 
d’aquesta situació entre finals del segle xviii i fins aproximadament 1840 es 
caracteritza per una complexa superposició de continuïtat i ruptura entre 
les realitats de l’època moderna i les de la contemporània: la infraestructura 
del sistema consular va persistir durant molt de temps, mentre que la invasió 
d’Egipte (1797), les guerres napoleòniques, la guerra d’independència grega 
(iniciada el 1822) i la invasió d’Algèria (1830) van canviar profundament la 
regió. «Seguretat», de la manera que la van concebre polítics liberals com 
Chateaubriand, Benjamin Constant i Jeremy Bentham, es va convertir en un 
terme central per ordenar les noves realitats emergents en termes de política 
nacional i internacional. Al mateix temps, mentre la invasió de Grècia pels 
aliats europeus podria ser concebuda com la primera intervenció humanitària 
moderna, un tipus d’intervenció militar semblant a Algèria es concep com el 
primer acte modern de colonització amb ús de forces militars per part de Fran-
ça. Aquesta dialèctica entre les dues cares de l’intervencionisme sota diferents 
etiquetes com a excepció en les regles del sistema de relacions internacionals 
posteriors al Congrés de Viena produïa noves concepcions sobre la seguretat 
dins i fora del Mediterrani.

Paraules clau: Jeremy Bentham, Benjamin Constant, Chateaubriand, Alexis 
de Tocqueville, Adamantios Korais, invasió francesa d’Algèria, independència 
grega, Imperi otomà, Congrés de Viena (1815).
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Resumen
En la Edad Moderna las relaciones de los Estados europeos con el Imperio 
otomano y el mundo mediterráneo se caracterizaron por una compleja red de 
consulados que gozaron de privilegios otorgados mediante capitulaciones 
del sultán o de los deys y beys del norte de África. La cuestión de la «seguridad» 
era entendida sobre todo como tranquilidad en la práctica libre de los nego-
cios y del comercio. La transformación de esta situación entre principios del 
siglo xviii hasta aproximadamente 1840 se caracterizó por un complejo entre-
lazamiento de continuidad y ruptura entre las realidades de la época moderna 
y las de la contemporánea: la infraestructura del sistema consular persistió 
durante un largo tiempo, mientras que la invasión de Egipto (1797), las gue-
rras napoleónicas, la guerra de independencia griega (iniciada en 1822) y la 
invasión de Argelia (1830) cambiaron profundamente la región. «Seguridad», 
tal como la concibieron hombres de política liberales como Chateaubriand, 
Benjamin Constant y Jeremy Bentham, se convirtió en un término central 
para ordenar las nuevas realidades emergentes en términos de política nacio-
nal e internacional. Al mismo tiempo, mientras que la invasión de Grecia por 
los aliados europeos podría ser concebida como la primera intervención hu-
manitaria, una intervención militar parecida en Argelia se concibe como el 
primer acto de colonización con uso de fuerzas militares por parte de Francia. 
Esta dialéctica entre las dos caras del intervencionismo bajo diferentes etique-
tas —como excepción en las reglas del sistema de relaciones internacionales 
posteriores al Congreso de Viena— produjo nuevas concepciones de la segu-
ridad dentro y fuera del Mediterráneo. 

Palabras clave: Jeremy Bentham, Benjamin Constant, Chateaubriand, Alexis 
de Tocqueville, Adamantios Koraís, invasión francesa de Argelia, independen-
cia griega, Imperio otomano, Congreso de Viena (1815).

The earliest forms of applying the crucial dialectics between modern 
colonialism and modern humanitarianism on the level of international 
and, more precisely, inter-imperial politics can be traced back to the 
1820s-1830s. The question of the Greek struggle for independence from 
Ottoman rule, the intervention of France, Great Britain and Russia on 
behalf of the Greeks, are nowadays commonly accepted as first instanc-
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es of modern humanitarian intervention. They are treated as such by 
Gary Bass and Rodogno, and they are likewise mentioned in general 
introductions for training diplomats in humanitarian intervention, in 
handbooks like the Oxford History of the United Nations.1 On the 
other hand, the new age of colonialism started just at the same time, in 
the same Mediterranean context, sometimes augmented by those same 
men and battle ships, when France invaded Algeria in 1830. For new 
forms of political systems and actions that would become, in the later 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, global questions of colonial and 
post-colonial conflicts and international order all around the globe, the 
consensual starting point lies, once again, in the Mediterranean. This 
period marks the chronological endpoint of my contribution. Coming 
from the early modern Mediterranean,2 my question concerns how the 
relationship between the concepts and practices of imperial govern-
ance, of «protection», and of security3 developed in what I distinguish 
as roughly three phases: first, late early modern times; second, the rev-

 1. Ramesh Thakur, «Humanitarian Intervention», in T. G. Weiss, S. Daws, 
dir., The Oxford Handbook on the United Nations, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 
2007, pp. 387-402, 392; John Bew, «‘From an umpire to a competitor’: Castlereagh, 
Canning and the issue of international intervention in the wake of the Napoleonic 
Wars», in B. Simms, D. J. B. Trim, dirs., Humanitarian Intervention. A History, Cam-
bridge University Press, Cambridge, 2011, pp. 117-138. Bew accepted here to put the 
Greek struggle under that label, while in his John Bew, Castlereagh. Enlightenment, 
War and Tyranny, Quercus, London, 2011, p. 584, he still warned against overvaluing 
the ‘humanitarian’ intentions of British men of politics against Gary J. Bass, Free-
dom’s Battle. The Origins of Humanitarian Intervention, Knopf, New York, 2008, pp. 
47-151; Davide Rodogno, Against Massacre. Humanitarian Interventions in the Otto-
man Empire, 1815-1914, Princeton UP, Princeton 2011, pp. 63-90.
 2. Cornel Zwierlein, Imperial Unknowns: The French and British in the Medi-
terranean, 1650-1750, Cambridge UP, Cambridge, 2016.
 3. Own earlier attempts in that field are C. Zwierlein, R. Graf, M. Ressel, dirs., 
The Production of Human Security in Premodern and Contemporary History, special 
issue of Historical Social Research, 35, 4 (2010); Cornel Zwierlein, «Sicherheitsges-
chichte – ein neues Feld der Geschichtswissenschaften», Geschichte & Gesellschaft, 38 
(2012), pp. 1-21; Idem, B. de Graaf, dirs., «Security and Conspiracy in History, 16th 
to 21st Century», special issue of Historical Social Research, 38, 1 (2013); Cornel Zwi-
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olutionary and Napoleonic era; and third, the 1820s, when the afore-
mentioned post-Vienna system was emerging. For all three periods, I try 
to determine what were Western empires in the Mediterranean at that 
time, how they were relying on governmentalities and «tools» for pro-
viding security, and how the politico-economic contexts changed dur-
ing those decades. At the end stands a comparison and confrontation, 
with the colonial legitimating the French conquest of Algeria. Perhaps 
only now a real colonial nineteenth century had begun in the Mediter-
ranean.4 The emphasis, if not a proper hypothesis, is on the complex 
relationship between highly traditional forms of imperial practices in 
the Mediterranean—both Western and Ottoman—and what might be 
the points of rupture and change. 

1

In the late early modern period, Western powers were acting in the Med-
iterranean purely as trading empires. Looking back from the nineteenth 
century, one might ask if the term «empire» is appropriate for France, 
Britain, the Dutch, and even the Austrians, who started to enter the 
Mediterranean from Trieste in the eighteenth century. But it is not 
only a historiographical parallel to the so-called European expansion, 
in which we are used to conceiving of the Portuguese and Spanish es-
tablishment in the Americas as «imperial» outreach, rather the govern-
ments and actors themselves were developing explicit concepts of 
empire and imperial lordship in and even ‘over’ the Mediterranean.5 

erlein, «Storia della sicurezza in Europa/Storia europea della sicurezza», De Europa. 
European and Global Studies Journal, 1, 1 (2020), pp. 19-35.
 4. Manuel Borutta, Athanasios (Sakis) Gekas, «A Colonial Sea: the Mediter-
ranean, 1798-1956», European Review of History 19, 1 (2012), pp. 1-13 opt for an earlier 
start of the colonial era.
 5. The oldest fifteenth century roots for such an imperial ideology were devel-
oped with regard to the Venetians and (to a lesser extent) to the Genoese: «Venetiani 
[...] sunt domini maris Adriatici, & littorum etiam, scilicet in genere, non in specie 
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Admittedly, we are not dealing with real territorial conquest or settle-
ments here, but only of Western merchant colonies and a network of 
consular and ambassadorial representations under the formal suprem-
acy of the Ottomans or, in Northern Africa, of the Barbary regencies, 
where the bonds of suzerainty of the Porte vanished partially, enhanced 
by a complementary network of missionaries.6 Since the seventeenth 
century the Barbary regents had recognized the French king as «emper-
or»,7 and in the 1720s the British king claimed the monopoly on repre-
senting at the Porte the English Church toward the Greek Orthodox 
church for him, as king of the «Imperium Britannicum».8 And both 
the French as well as the British—certainly more than the Dutch—de-

[...]», Baldus de Ubaldis, In Sextum Codicis Librum Commentaria, [Giunti], Venice, 
1599 [this is a sixteenth century, post-Baldean addition to Baldus’ commentary on 
Codex Iustinianus 6.46.6s.], f. 166r; Gilles Bertrand, «L’Empire comme idée ou com-
me pratique? Sur la ‘domination’ vénitienne à l’époque de la Sérénissime Répu-
blique», in T. Ménissier, dir., L’idée d’empire dans la pensée politique, historique, juri-
dique et philosophique, L’Harmattan, Paris, 2006, pp. 132-142; Guillaume Calafat, 
Une mer jalousée. Contribution à l’histoire de la souveraineté (Méditerranée, xviie siècle), 
Seuil, Paris 2019.
 6. Some important contributions for the different Western nations are Ralph 
Davis, Aleppo and Devonshire square: English traders in the Levant in the eighteenth 
century, Routledge, London, New York, 1967; Jonathan I. Israel, Dutch primacy in 
world trade, 1585-1740, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1989; Edhem Eldem, French 
Trade in Istanbul in the eighteenth Century, Brill, Leiden et al., 1999; Dan H. Ander-
sen, «The Danish Flag in the Mediterranean. Shipping and Trade, 1747-1807», 2 vol., 
PhD thesis, Univ. of Copenhagen 2000; Leos Müller, Consuls, corsairs, and com-
merce. The Swedish consular service and long-distance shipping, 1720-1815, Uppsala Uni-
versitet, Stockholm, 2004; for more literature cfr. Cornel Zwierlein, «Interaction 
and boundary work: Western merchant colonies in the Levant and the Eastern Church-
es, 1650-1800», Journal of Modern European History, 18, 2 (2020), pp. 156-176.
 7. E.g., the consular dispatches of the consul at Tripolis, Claude Lemaire: Ar-
chives nationales, site Paris, AE B I 1088 [non fol.], complaints by the Dey against the 
«empereur de France», July 1, 1693; Ignaz de Testa, Recueil des traités de la Porte Otto-
mane avec les puissances étrangères, vol. 1, Amyot, Paris, 1864, pp. 178, 179 (1739) and 
passim. 
 8. Joannes Dominicus Mansi, Sacrorum conciliorum nova et amplissima collectio 
[...], vol. 37, H. Welter, Paris, 1905, col. 593f.
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veloped an imperial ideology, following but modernizing the older Vene-
tian one rooted in medieval terms,9 that became a part of their Atlantic 
and global concepts of imperial outreach: as we learned some years ago, 
those «ideological origins of the Empire» trace far back to the sixteenth 
century in the British case.10 The infrastructure of those self-declared 
«empires» was certainly quite small and it differed in what concerned the 
relationship between state and «private» sector. The backbones of that 
imperial structure were the consuls, with their chanceries and house-
holds being embedded in but also partially «governing» the merchant 
colonies at each major trading place, the colonies being called «nations». 
After the Colbert reforms between 1664 and 1669, the French consular 
network grew quickly during the eighteenth century, which mirrored 
the economic victory of the French over the other European powers 
and was cemented with the famous 1740 capitulations negotiated by 
the ambassador Louis Saveur de Villeneuve with the Porte. From its 
modest beginning in the sixteenth century (one French consul in Alex-
andria), the network had grown in 1715 to fourteen major consulates 
and at the end of the eighteenth century had reached seventy-seven 
consular positions in the Mediterranean (general consulates, normal 
and vice-consulate positions, sometimes only an agent).11 Of all other 
places on the globe, consular representation was chosen only for the 
young United States after the War of Independence, while in its own 

 9. Zwierlein, Imperial unknowns, pp. 72-113.
 10. David Armitage, The ideological origins of the British Empire, Cambridge 
University Press, Cambridge, 2000.
 11. Gérard Poumarède, «Naissance d’une institution royale: Les consuls de la 
nation française en Levant et en Barbarie aux xvie et xviie siècles», Annuaire-Bulletin 
de la Société de l’histoire de France, 2001, pp. 65-128; Anne Mézin, Les consuls de France 
au siècle des Lumières (1715-1792), Ministère des affaires étrangères, Paris, 1995; J. Ul-
bert, G. Le Bouëdec, dirs., La fonction consulaire à l’époque moderne. L’Affirmation 
d’une institution économique et politique (1500-1800), Presses universitaires Rennes, 
Rennes, 2006; S. Marzagalli, dir., Les consuls en Méditerranée, agents d’information 
(xvie-xxe siècle), Classiques Garnier, Paris, 2015; Mathieu Grenet, «Consuls et ‘na-
tions’ étrangères: état des lieux et perspectives de recherche», Cahiers de la Méditerra-
née, 93 (2016), pp. 25-34.
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colonies the French could govern on their own.12 Since 1691 the consul 
was an officer of the crown and, while usually chosen from a big mer-
chant family, typically from Marseille, by taking his position he was 
forbidden to conduct commerce on his own account, in order to sepa-
rate private and state interests. Though directed by the Ministry of the 
Marine (only for short periods switching to the Ministry of Foreign 
affairs), the consular network was clearly a part of the late mercantilist 
form of French imperial outreach and commercial politics. Instruc-
tions given to the consuls, dispatches exchanged between Paris/Ver-
sailles and the consuls, the chancery serving the functions of a state 
notary in foreign parts, and the communication system established 
strongly resembled a diplomatic network, although it was mostly con-
centrated (but not at all exclusively) on political economics. The ambas-
sador at Constantinople, usually a high-ranking nobleman, was direct-
ly appointed by the crown.13 The British infrastructure was different. 
For the eastern Mediterranean, the Levant Company kept its trading 
monopoly by the charter granted first under Elizabeth and renewed 
under Charles II (1662) until 1824. It was the company that also paid 
the ambassador at Constantinople who, at each appointment, received 
two sets of instructions: from the king on what concerned state affairs; 
and from the company on what it considered the ambassador’s prima-
ry function, commercial affairs.14 The company had fewer factories and 
consuls than the French, the main ones being the three of Smyrna 
(Izmir), Aleppo and Constantinople; later, some consuls on Greek is-

 12. S. Bégaud, M. Belissa, J. Visser, dirs., Aux origines d’une alliance improbable. 
Le réseau consulaire français aux États-Unis (1776-1815), Ministère des Affaires étran-
gères, Paris, 2005; S. Marzagalli, J. R. Sofka, J. J. McCusker, dirs., Rough Waters: 
American Involvement with the Mediterranean in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Cen-
turies, International Maritime Economic History Association, St. John’s, 2010.
 13. Jean-Louis Bacqué-Grammont, Sinan Kuneralp, Frédéric Hitzel, Représen-
tants permanents de la France en Turquie (1536-1991) et de la Turquie en France (1797-1991), 
Éd. Isis, Istanbul-Paris, 1991.
 14. Alfred C. Wood, A History of the Levant Company [1935], repr. Barnes & 
Noble, New York, 1964; James Mather, Pashas. Traders and travellers in the Islamic 
world, Yale UP, New Haven, London, 2009; Zwierlein, Imperial unknowns.
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lands were appointed. One might say that it was only in 1824, when the 
Levant Company gave back its charter, and access to the Levant trade 
was opened to all merchants (while the so-called Italian merchants, not 
being members of the Levant Company, were restricted to sailing no 
further than Livorno until the reforms of 1753)15 and the appointment 
and payment of all consuls was taken over by the Crown, that the Brit-
ish were equalizing the infrastructural choices that the French had al-
ready made in the late seventeenth century. All Western ambassadors 
and consuls in the Barbary regencies were central to negotiating the 
peace treaties and capitulations with the Ottomans, which established 
a certain sphere of commercial, religious and jurisdictional autonomy 
granted by the Porte to the Western powers.16 Looking back, once again, 
from the times of the massacre of Chios and the Greek struggle, one 
has to remember that it was still, in principle, this network of Western 
merchant colonies, of consuls, and even of the old Levant Company 
that was the backbone of the seemingly ‘new’ imperial communication 
networks;17 much had changed, but there was also much that had re-
mained.

 15. Gigliola Pagano de Divitiis, Mercanti inglesi nell’Italia del Seicento. Navi, 
traffici, egemonie, Marsilio, Venice, 1990; a view on the English trade at Livorno fore-
most from the point of view of the Jewish traders: Francesca Trivellato, The famil-
iarity of strangers. The Sephardic Diaspora, Livorno, and cross-cultural trade in the early 
modern period, Yale UP, New Haven, London, 2009. For the period after 1753 from 
the point of view of Germans getting access to the Company, cfr. Margrit Schulte 
Beerbühl, Deutsche Kaufleute in London: Welthandel und Einbürgerung (1660-1818), 
Oldenbourg, Munich, 2007.
 16. The very old Jörg Manfred Mössner, Die Völkerrechtspersönlichkeit und die 
Völkerrechtspraxis der Barbareskenstaaten (Algier, Tripolis, Tunis 1518-1830), De Gruy-
ter, Berlin, 1968 should be complemented with Guillaume Calafat, «Ottoman 
North Africa and ius publicum europaeum: The case of the treaties of peace and trade 
(1600-1750)», in A. Alimento, dir., War, trade and neutrality. Europe and the Mediterra-
nean in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, FrancoAngeli, Milan, 2011, pp. 171-187; 
Calafat, Une mer jalouse; and for Russia concerning similar negotiations of treaties 
Will Smiley, From slaves to prisoners of war: the Ottoman Empire, Russia, and interna-
tional law, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2018.
 17. Cfr. below note 58.
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In economic terms, the average value of the whole Levant trade to 
Europe was between 22 M (eighteenth century)18 and 30 M livres (at 
the turn to the nineteenth century), and the French had taken over the 
biggest share of this after 1740. At that point, British and Dutch trade 
was declining in the Mediterranean, with both oriented toward the 
Atlantic or East Asia—while one has still to remember that until ca. 
1750, the British Levant trade was equal to or of greater importance 
than the Atlantic trade with the plantations. Newcomers in the eight-
eenth century were Sweden, Denmark, and Austria, while the old pow-
ers Genoa and Venice had also lost importance. At the very end of the 
eighteenth century, the Greeks (though Ottoman subjects) were grow-
ing stronger in terms of their own shipping and the balance of com-
merce. This situation would be changed profoundly with the begin-
ning of the revolutionary wars. 

When investigating the link between empire and security during 
this prerevolutionary period, we should address the question on two 
levels: on the first, general level, the whole mercantilist imperial ideol-
ogy heavily relied on a concept of security, expressed in many published 
pamphlets and internal advisory reports about securing one’s own na-
tion against its competitors in politico-economic terms.19 The Levant 

 18. Charles Carrière, Négociants Marseillais au xviiie siècle. Contribution à 
l’étude des économies maritimes, 2 vol., Institut historique de Provence, Marseille, 
1973, i, p. 46.
 19. Some writings of the British mercantilists might prove that: «the Wealth, 
Strength, Happiness and Safety of England immediately depend upon» commerce 
and fishery (William Petyt, Britannia languens: or, a discourse of trade, Richard Bald-
win, London, 1689, p. 46); «Strength and Security of this Nation lies in the Naval 
Force» (Francis Brewster, Essays on Trade and Navigation, Cockerill, London, 1695, 
p. 70); «For if the Kingdom consults either her Safety or Greatness, the only means 
of acquiring those Signal Blessings, is, by making her self Mistress of the Seas, which 
can never be accomplished, but by the further improvement of Navigation and Com-
merce [...] War is our Common Security» (James Whiston, The Causes of our Present 
Calamities in reference to the Trade of the Nation, Edward Poole, Cornhill, 1695, pp. 2, 4) 
—cfr. Cornel Zwierlein, «Security, Nature and Mercantilism in the Early British 
Empire», European Journal for Security Research 3, 1 (2018), pp. 15-34.
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was a field of competition and the security of the nation was defended 
outside its own frontiers: by providing the mother country with neces-
sary goods and keeping up a positive balance of trade, but also by main-
taining strongholds and access to each important port. Specially in the 
British case, since the Navigation Acts, each warship on the oceans as 
well as in the Mediterranean was conceived of like a British territorial 
exclave, like a swimming commercial fortress, and its Englishness, as 
well as its armed status, were scrupulously controlled.20 On a second 
level, for the everyday practice of living under Ottoman rule, the afore-
mentioned complex system of capitulations created multilayered spheres 
of security for the members of each European nation. The capitula-
tions with the Porte first were intended to guarantee the security of 
each French ship encountered by an Ottoman (or, in the case of the 
Barbary regencies, a Barbary corsair), and this protection could be trans-
ferred to non-French and non-British captains, for instance to Greek 
ones. In certain cities, the capitulations granted certain jurisdictional 
and religious autonomy, such as precluding any Ottoman subject from 
involvement in legal disputes, as well as granting exemptions from Ot-
toman taxes and customs in exchange for a fixed rate and contribution; 
the capitulations also decreed the liberty of each European merchant 
while traveling through Ottoman lands. To a certain extent, the am-
bassadors and also the consuls could partially include Ottoman sub-
jects under their own «umbrella» of higher freedom granted (freedom 
of several taxes) by way of a barāt (or berath or berāt) given to those 
non-Muslim subjects (Greek or other dragomans, for instance). Dur-
ing the eighteenth century, the commercialization of that barāt system 
began. The Dutch, French and British usually took advantage of about 
30-50 barāts, which included the family of the grantee; a certain «feu-
dalization» of that system became visible. Likewise, the problematic is-
sues of mixed marriages between Europeans and Ottoman non-Muslim 
subjects or, only on the Western side, forms of naturalization of per-
sons formerly subjects of other sovereigns, and the change of ship «flags» 

 20. Zwierlein, Imperial unknowns, pp. 24-45.
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according to the status of war, peace or neutrality, all these complicated 
the whole situation tremendously. But in principle, the capitulation 
system created spheres of privileged jurisdictional status and, thus, 
spheres and zones of protection and security for the merchants in the 
factories and quarters belonging to ‘the nation’, their families, their 
ships and their goods, and meant that these zones of specially secu-
ritized status could merge and entangle with the environment of pri-
mary Ottoman rule and jurisdiction itself. Western trading empires, 
besides being in a state of competition and often an open state of war 
among each other, acted, on what concerned the Ottomans, in those 
zones of security as if under a broad umbrella and negotiated with the 
Porte and the North-African regencies themselves.

Despite a long tradition of imagined conquest plans, often focused 
on the Barbary regions,21 the biggest military efforts in those centuries 
remained some brief attacks on port cities, islands, the Venetian-Otto-
man wars concerning Crete—but certainly nothing of the dimension 
of Napoleon’s expedition to Egypt. 

2

As is widely accepted, the plan for the invasion of Egypt was worked 
out by Talleyrand for Napoleon. It was this option then favored for 
how to beat England indirectly (instead of crossing the Channel direct-
ly), by interrupting the Levant-Asian trade connections.22 Talleyrand, 
as bishop of Autun, a representative of the clergy and member of the 
1789 National Constituent Assembly, but fervent defender of the re-
publican principles of nationalizing the clergy’s property, had been el-
evated in the elitist circles of clergy education, at the Sorbonne, and 
had been a good friend of the Choiseul family: in his mémoires he still 

 21. Cfr. for references to some archived mémoires on that, Zwierlein, Imperial 
unknowns, p. 82, n. 225.
 22. Having been accused of royalist tendencies, he returned to Paris in Septem-
ber 1796, being appointed by Barras on 16 July 1797 as Minister of Foreign Affairs.
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admired this famous Minister of Foreign Affairs (1758), of the Navy 
(1761), and of War (1761) during late Bourbon times,23 and he befriend-
ed Choiseul-Gouffier, who had undertaken an important voyage to the 
Levant and Greece and became, in 1783, ambassador to Constantino-
ple.24 Though being among the earliest republican prelates, and at the 
same time educated in those Ancien Régime circles, it is crucial to see 
how Talleyrand was using the still existing early modern royal appara-
tus for his purposes in 1797-1798. He referred to a plan or an idea by 
Choiseul dating back to the late 1760s or 1770s that suggested, in the 
case of the separation of the American colonies from England and 
the partition of Poland, it would be necessary for France to obtain 
Egypt to replace its American colonies.25 It was thus not just an an-
ti-English strategy, but also an active politics for finding a new geopolit-
ical and commercial balance: though France had been on the American 
side in their War of Independence, it suffered heavily—by the Hegeli-
an irony of history—from that «victory» against England, the balance 
of exports to the Americas being decreased from 11.5 M livres tournois 
to 1.8 M livres within ten years after the peace of Paris 1783.26 This 

 23. Cfr. the annex «De M. le Duc de Choiseul», in E. de Waresquiel, ed., Mémoires 
du Prince de Talleyrand [...], Bouquin, Paris, 2007, pp. 29-73, and the remarks in the 
Mémoires themselves on p. 139s.
 24. «M. de Choiseul-Gouffier [...] s’était déjà fait remarquer dans le monde par 
un voyage difficile et curieux qui avait commencé sa réputation et qui détermina 
ensuite sa carrière» (ibidem, p. 139); Auguste de Choiseul-Gouffier, Voyage pitto-
resque de la Grèce, tome 1: s.n., Paris, 1782; tome 2: s.n., Paris, 1809; tome 3: Blaise, 
Paris 1822; François Charles-Roux, Les origines de l’expédition d’Égypte, Paul Geuth-
ner, Paris, 1910, pp. 145-174 and passim; Henry Laurens, L’Expédition d’Égypte 1798-
1801, Colin, Paris, 1989, pp. 11-30.
 25. Charles-Maurice de Talleyrand, «Essai sur les avantages à retirer de colonies 
nouvelles dans les circonstances présentes, séance publique 15 messidor an V (3 July 
1797)», in Clément de la Jonquière, L’Expédition d’Égypte, 1798-1801, Charles-La-
vauzelle, Paris, 1899, vol. 1, p. 151; Charles-Roux, Les origines, p. 295.
 26. Alan Potofsky, «Le corps consulaire français et le débat autour de la ‘perte’ 
des Amériques. Les intérêts mercantiles franco-américains et le commerce Atlanti-
que, 1763-1795», Annuaire Historique de la Révolution Française, 363 (2011), pp. 33-57, 
52. Also, after 1793, imports from the Americas were increasingly taken over by the 
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pre-revolutionary problem was still worsened by the early develop-
ments of what became the Saint-Domingue Revolution (Haïti), lead-
ing finally to its independence, and depriving France from its econom-
ically most important colonial commerce.27 All that put pressure on 
French decision-making processes to re-direct from an Atlantic to a 
Mediterranean axis of politics in search of replacements for those loss-
es.28 The plan to invade Egypt was considered at the same time, but 
first only as a second option while the Directoire was urging the in-
vasion of England. Bonaparte, with his generals Kléber and Desaix 
(Louis-Charles-Antoine des Aix), was communicating with Talleyrand 
about both possible directions of action at the same time; when the 
generals had inspected the opportunities of invasion in the Nether-
lands and in Northern France, with negative results,29 the Directoire, 

growing American shipping, while British pressure on the French in the Atlantic and 
Napoleon’s Continental Blockade after 1807 would focus French politics more 
and more on the Continental territory—in 1797-1798, there was still the idea that 
with the Egyptian conquest a new door could be opened. Cfr. Silvia Marzagalli, 
«Establishing Transatlantic Trade Networks in Time of War: Bordeaux and the Unit-
ed States, 1793-1815», Business Historical Review, 79 (2005), pp. 811-844; eadem, «Ham-
bourg, Bordeaux et les États-Unis dans les années 1790: Quelques remarques à propos 
des circuits commerciaux en temps de guerre», in B. Lachaise, B. Schmidt, dirs., 
Bordeaux- Hamburg. Zwei Städte und ihre Geschichte, Dobu, Hamburg 2007, pp. 389-
398; Carriere, Négociants, I, pp. 54, 115, 149, for the crisis of Marseille shipping after 
1793; Bégaud, Belissa, Visser, dirs., Aux origines, pp. 113-179 («Faux espoirs et vraies 
désillusions du Commerce Franco-Américain»).
 27. Philippe R. Girard, «The Haitian Revolution. History’s New Frontier. State 
of the Scholarship and Archival Sources», Slavery & Abolition, 34 (2013), pp. 458-507; 
Franklin W. Knight, «The Haitian Revolution», The American Historical Review, 105, 
1 (2000), pp. 113-115; Jeremy D. Popkin, You are all free. The Haitian Revolution and 
the Abolition of Slavery, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2010; Bernard 
Gainot, La révolution des esclaves: Haïti, 1763-1803, Vendémiaire, Paris, 2017.
 28. David Geggus, «The Louisiana Purchase and the Haitian Revolution», in 
E. Maddock Dillon, M. J. Drexler, dirs., The Haitian Revolution and the Early United 
States. Histories, Textualities, Geographies, University of Pennsylvania Press, Philadel-
phia, 2016, pp. 117-129, 117, 119, on Napoleon’s «Carribean catastrophe» and the at-
tempt for a «replacement for Caribbean sugar and cotton» in Egypt.
 29. Jonquière, L’Expédition, pp. 87-144.
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instructed by Talleyrand, turned back to the indirect plan to weaken 
England through the conquest of Egypt: «L’Egypte comme colonie, 
remplacerait bientôt les produits des Antilles, et, comme chemin, nous 
donnerait le commerce de l’Inde», wrote Talleyrand to Napoleon on 
23 September 1797.30 As in the times of Ancien Régime projects of di-
plomacy and war, recent mémoires and documents about Egypt were 
collected from the dépôt de la Marine that served as France’s «memory» 
of foreign affairs, organized in a proto-geopolitical and chronological 
manner by successive strata of descriptions and analytical texts. Among 
them are a 228 pages dossier, which is considered to be the main assem-
blage of documents for orientating the general as well as the minister. 
There were also late-1780s mémoires by vice-admiral Rosily and by Tru-
guet on the present state of Egypt, but also by Talleyrand’s old friend 
Choiseul-Gouffier about the administration of the Compagnie des In-
des, and letters by Charles-Claude Magallon from 1787:31 Magallon 
had been at that time an auxiliary officer (adjoint) to the then general 
consul of Cairo, Mure (since 1774), and he became himself general con-
sul in 1793. He had developed several projects, together with Choi-
seul-Gouffier in the last years of Louis XVI, and had negotiated with 
the local Egyptian pashas to enforce French commerce and the link 
between Suez and the Red Sea to India.32 He then returned to Paris, 
and Talleyrand based his elaborate mémoire for Napoleon on informa-
tion from him as well as on an analysis of the past consular correspond-
ence with Egypt over the previous decades.33 From the point of view of 
French foreign politics, the Napoleonic enterprise simply took what 
had been first developed in the far more modest forms of Ancien Ré-
gime diplomacy and consular communication and put it at the center 
of military politics and expansion strategy. And the legitimation Tall-

 30. Jonquière, L’Expédition, p. 152.
 31. A second dossier of 274 pages contained Ancien Régime mémoires from 
Cairo of the general consul Mure and baron de Tott, Jonquière, L’Expédition, p. 37.
 32. François Charles-Roux, L’Angleterre, L’isthme de Suez et l’Égypte au xviiie 
siècle, Plon-Nourrit, Paris, 1922, pp. 299-317, 345-366.
 33. Cfr. Talleyrand’s note on his sources: Jonquière, L’Expédition, p. 167.
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eyrand was suggesting to be communicated to the Porte for that inva-
sion still referred to the early modern form of coexistence between Eu-
ropeans and Ottomans: as the French merchants had been vexed, their 
commerce seriously interrupted by several inflictions from the local 
Egyptian pashas—by avanies, as he used the traditional term34—the 
Porte had broken its promises of protection and therefore its capitula-
tions with France. The invasion would therefore be a just war accord-
ing to the law of nations.35 The end of the old order of trading empires 
under Ottoman protection was legitimated by reasons absolutely be-
longing to that old system.

While already the late enlightenment precursors of their techniques 
of political planning had a strong impetus for geopolitical calculation, 
during the Napoleonic period, this way of reducing politics on a mac-
ro-scale to calculations and balances of the geopolitical, populationist 
and military strength of competing nations and empires had become 
completely unbound. Direct territorial conquest and colonization would 
replace the earlier form of «soft» networked trade imperialism under 
the formal overlordship of the Ottomans (and in Egypt, the Mamluks, 
also in increasing tension with the Porte). Thus, forms of political anal-
ysis changed gradually and the notion of security had to be transformed 
into that system of revolutionary and post-revolutionary balancing of 
imperial powers. 

The foundation of the Empire itself was legitimated in 1804 by the 
willing members of the Tribunate, who argued that only a hereditary 

 34. Charles-Maurice Talleyrand, «Sur la conquête de l’Égypte [mémoire du 
Ministère des affaires étrangères pour le Diréctorat]», in Jonquière, L’Expédition, pp. 
154-171, 158f.—for ‘avanie’, being a specific term meaning the the encroachment of 
the capitulations, cfr. Maurits H. van den Boogert, The Capitulations and the Otto-
man Legal System. Qadis, Consuls and Beraths in the 18th Century, Brill, Leiden, Bos-
ton, 2005, pp. 117-157.
 35. «[...] la cause [de l’invasion en Égypte est] la conduite de la Porte, qui depuis 
cinque ans nous laisse opprimer, vexer, piller, humilier dans tous les pays de sa dépen-
dance, sans nous procurer les réparations que le droit des gens et nos capitulations 
exigent. [...] la Porte [...] ignore la violation ouverte de nos capitulations dans tous les 
lieux de l’Empire ottoman» (Talleyrand, «Sur la conquête», p. 160). 
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supreme magistrate would guarantee the stability of the French state as 
a whole.36 Heredity in contrast to an elective system of power transfer 
would be the only «haven where the ship of the Empire can find asy-
lum for centuries».37 Only through transforming the republic into the 
Empire could one assure «external security» as well as «internal secu-
rity».38 Likewise, only that way could the whole European system of 
states and international relations be stabilized, because France would 
be its central power.39 Taking Montesquieu’s vision of Charlemagne as 
a blueprint,40 Napoleon’s political system was conceived as an empire 
in terms of that interdependency of internal and external security, and 
the ongoing every-day political planning after 1804 was rooted in those 
principles: every decision and every political goal was to be subordinat-

 36. «Citoyens Tribuns, le succès et la durée de tout système politique dépendent 
de la stabilité du Gouvernement [...]» (Intervention of Tribune Curée proposing to 
elevate the first consul Bonaparte to the dignity of emperor, 10 floréal an xii / 30 april 
1804, in La proclamation du premier Empire [...], introd. T. Lentz, Nouveau Monde, 
Paris, 2002, 24). Thierry Lentz, Napoléon et la conquête de l’Europe 1804-1810. Nou-
velle Histoire du Premier Empire, Fayard, Paris, 2002, pp. 19-26.
 37. Intervention of Tribune Duvidal in favor of the proposition to elevate the 
first consul Bonaparte to the dignity of emperor, 10 floréal an xii / 30 april 1804, in 
La proclamation, p. 38.
 38. «Alors sera raffermie la sûreté extérieure; les relations subsistantes entre la 
France et les puissances étrangères seront confirmées par une plus grande évidence de 
l’avenir, et la stabilité de notre gouvernement sera pour elles, comme pour nous, un gage 
de la stabilité des traités. Alors croîtra la sécurité intérieure. [...]» (Tribune Gillet, ibidem, 
p. 39). «Tous les citoyens enfin se livrent avec sécurité aux travaux, aux spéculations de 
leur commerce, de leur état, de leur profession» (Tribune Siméon, ibidem, p. 47).
 39. «La France se trouvant placée pour le premier rôle dans la grande société de 
l’Europe, et la stabilité de ce bel empire étant une condition indispensable pour le 
maintien d’un système régulier de politique entre les autres nations, la tranquillité 
générale pourrait-elle paraître bien assurée tant que notre organisation intérieure ne 
serait pas fixée par un principe qui offrît une garantie suffisante?» (Tribune Fréville, 
ibidem, p. 53).
 40. Cornel Zwierlein, «Das Imperium im blinden Fleck des Empire: Die Zer-
störung des Alten Reiches durch Napoleon 1806», in M. Schnettger, C. Roll, dirs., 
Epochenjahr 1806? Das Ende des Alten Reichs in zeitgenössischen Perspektiven und Deu-
tungen, Zabern, Mainz, 2008, pp. 61-98, 86-92.
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ed to the general concept of guaranteeing France’s external security. As 
there is no single political intellectual genius behind Napoleon’s poli-
tics that one could use to represent the ideological backing and inspi-
ration of his endeavors, one of the best sources for studying the mental 
framework guiding his politics is again to be found in the environment 
of and between Talleyrand and Napoleon, with the pensionnaire Mont-
gaillard, who wrote many long manuscript mémoires and current anal-
yses of the European state of affairs at the service of the minister and 
the just-crowned emperor himself.41 Napoleon had long left Egypt, 
leaving the country under his generals in a state of turmoil and con-
stant struggle, with the British as well as with the local powers, but the 
Oriental question still played a huge role in the overall sketch of Euro-
pean relationships between what were now three formal empires (France, 
Russia, Austria) alongside Great Britain. While the concept of «protec-
tion» granted by European nations in the Mediterranean —as subordi-
nated to «security»— had been, in the early modern era, mostly a ques-
tion of protecting individual and small groups of merchants, ships, 
voyagers, and members of the clergy based on the system of capitula-
tions, now the concept of protection became an important geopolit-
ical notion in the French system of imperial governance and the build-
ing of an empire consisting of the core (France), its colonies, and the 
semi-sovereign states under its protection. This had, again, precursors 
in the early modern politics of protection and alliance-building be-
tween states.42 Still, the acceleration of political change in revolution-
ary and Napoleonic times transformed that form of long-term politics 

 41. Archives des affaires étrangères, Paris-La Courneuve, Mémoires et docu-
ments 661, 662, edited in Montgaillard, Mémoires diplomatiques (1805-1819), ed. C. 
de Lacroix, Paul Ollendorff, Paris, 1896; not included are the pieces in Archives na-
tionales AF IV 1677 plaq. 1 nr. 21-22.
 42. On the early modern concept of royal «protection» cfr. Rainer Babel, Garde 
et protection. Der Königsschutz in der französischen Außenpolitik vom 15. bis 17. Jahr-
hundert. Ideologischer Hintergrund, Konzepte und Tradition, Thorbecke, Ostfildern, 
2008; Fabrice Micallef, «‘Sous ombre et protection’. Stratégies et projets politiques 
au temps des affaires de Provence», Revue historique, 656 (2010), pp. 763-792. 
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into a hasty mode of arranging territories and of conceiving regions, 
nations and empires to be quickly configurable. Politics had entered a 
new state of scenario-building. Under these conditions, the assemblage 
of regions and states was conceived not only in terms of granting secu-
rity to the protected, but also to secure the core country from any pos-
sible quick assaults and, in regions further afield, to ensure their situa-
tion. As the Bonapartist concept and practice of politics was, in the 
end, building a first «liberal Empire» by combining strong aspects of 
revolutionary civil and liberalist principles with imperial and neo-feu-
dal ones, a political advisor like Montgaillard thought in terms of the 
interdependency between liberalism and protection.43 The closest col-
laborators of Talleyrand, such as Hauterive and also Montgaillard, were 
analyzing interdependencies on the Continent in terms of natural af-
finities and natural enmities, sometimes placing Russia and Britain 
outside of the «system». Russia and Britain, the argument went, would 
exercise constant pressure on the continental center, forcing France as 
its central power to organize its hegemony, thereby building and main-
taining a stable système fédératif. The natural interest of Russia and Aus-
tria as well as of Britain, which exercised its despotisme maritime «every-
where on the four parts of the globe»,44 was the complete destruction 
and dissolution of the Ottoman Empire to allow a renewal of an Ori-
ental and an Occidental empire built on the re-emerging Greek forces 
out of the ashes of the Ottomans. As in a game of dominoes, the de-
struction of the Ottoman Empire would simply be the first element in 
a series of causalities that would lead to the destruction of the whole 
«système politique» of France; meanwhile, and vice versa, for the «stabil-
ity of the imperial dynasty of France [...] the destruction of the house 
of Austria» had been thought to be necessary in 1805.45 Montgaillard 

 43. «Sous le même rapport de liberté et de protection [...]» (Montgaillard, 
Mémoires, 15 May 1805, p. 51: applied to Italy).
 44. Montgaillard, Mémoires, August 26, 1805, p. 136.
 45. Montgaillard, Réflexions sur l’existence de la Maison Impériale d’Autriche 
considérées relativement à l’Empire français, au mois de Vendemaire de l’an Treize, AN 
AF IV 1677, plaq 1, nr. 21, f. 120r.
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was thus advising Napoleon to orient rather toward the earlier periods 
of French politics, from François I to Richelieu until the renversement 
des alliances, and not toward later periods —here he departed partially 
from Talleyrand— on what concerned the natural alliance with the 
Ottomans. As a second argument, naval power had become as impor-
tant as terrestrial forces («Mais puisque la mer est devenue rivale du 
continent, puisque la puissance maritime a obtenu en Europe, depuis 
environ un siècle, une influence en quelque sorte décisive dans la bal-
ance du pouvoir [...]»).46 The political system could therefore not only 
be concentrated on the maintenance of security and stability of the con-
tinental système fédératif, but France had to secure again, despite and 
after Abukir, «French domination and influence» in the Greek seas 
and in the Mediterranean as a whole.47 The Ottoman Empire had there-
fore to be protected. The security of the whole system depended on the 
strength of the secured, and protection was only possible by maintain-
ing the stability of the «system», according to the political language 
used. This was brought down to concrete questions and points in the 
decision-making process: the Ionian Islands should be given to the Ot-
tomans in exchange for Crete, and a dominating if not colonial posi-
tion in Egypt as part of this system of protection and stability. 

But in contrast to those scenarios imagined by the analysts and 
advisors of Talleyrand and Napoleon, the British tended to dominate 
the Mediterranean maritime space completely after Abukir. When the 
Porte was in open conflict with France because of Egypt, British Le-
vant commerce was suddenly reaching unheard-of profits. The old 
Levant Company had never made such gains during early modern times 
as it did shortly after 1800, and the island of Malta provided another 
important port and stronghold that enabled important flows of goods 
and values into the Levant despite Napoleon’s attempt to enforce the 
«Continental blockade» also in the Mediterranean.48 In the long run, 

 46. Montgaillard, Mémoires, July 29, 1806, p. 278.
 47. Ibidem, p. 279.
 48. Wood, Levant Company, pp. 179-204, specially 193f.; the most precise sum-
mary of the import and export numbers from the custom records is to be found with 
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Abukir was not just an episode in the Napoleonic Wars, it also marked 
a decisive new period of British commercial ascendance in the Medi-
terranean, alongside Russia, while the long-time dominating French 
were losing ground despite their impressive military presence in Egypt.

What is important in the following period is the approach towards 
the peoples and nations themselves as part of the politics of those in-
ter-imperial competitions. One might detect here quite a paradoxical 
form of, on the one hand, ignoring the people as autonomous agents, 
objectifying them to numbers, soldiers, and coefficients of the calcula-
tions in dimensions that older Bourbonian politics had never reached; 
and on the other hand, of re-discovering them as aggregations of indi-
viduals that were to be educated by the «liberal principles» that each 
soldier in the French army was already obliged to disseminate with the 

Ina S. Russell, «The later History of the Levant Company», Unpubl. PhD Thesis, 
Victoria University of Manchester 1935 [Guildhall Library London], Appendix V, 
p. 420f. All following figures are in £ sterling. Russell showed that the silk and cotton 
import trade, that had run down to a low level of an average 5800 p.a. (silk) and 
31,000 p.a. (cotton) in the period 1792-1808, rose to an average of 76,800 p.a. (silk) 
and 30,000 p.a. (cotton)—the numbers rising extremely in the last years before the 
company’s dissolution in 1822 to 1824 (between 115,000 and 180,400 p.a. silk and 
249,271 p.a. cotton). The exports of the Company of woolen goods remained on a low 
level compared to 1750-1780 with a rise in 1817-1819 to an average of 30,000 p.a., but 
this is only the direct export to the Levant as noted in the custom records. Russel notes 
on p. 434: «There was a large export of goods to Malta [sc. after 1807], part of which 
probably went to the Levant». (more than 80,000 for the East India goods exported 
through Malta alone in the five years 1808-1812). The value of the whole commerce 
between Britain and the Levant (ibidem, pp. 437-439) kept constant around 140,000 
(imports) between 1800 and 1807, the exports dropping from 163,518 (1800) to 129,695 
(1806) and an exceptional low 19,000 in 1807; but it was rising after the war from 
369,052 (imports, 1818) to 1,207,035 (imports, 1825); exports rising from 311,029 (1812) 
to 633,147 (1825). Never during the eighteenth century were those values ever reached, 
the best years being 1759 (285,013 imports, 26,944 exports) and 1794 (imports 324,906, 
55,690 exports). For a more recent overview, Michael Talbot, British-Ottoman Rela-
tions, 1661-1807. Commerce and Diplomatic Practice in Eighteenth-Century Istanbul, Boy-
dell, Woodbridge, 2017, pp. 74, 82. Cfr. in general François Crouzet, L’Économie 
britannique et le Blocus continental (1806-1813), 2 vol., Paris 1959; Silvia Marzagalli, Les 
Boulevards de la Fraude. Le négoce maritime et le blocus continental 1806-1813, Paris 1999.
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help of broadsheets and revolutionary catechisms. This is also discern-
able on the side of the British, who started to rediscover the value of 
the «modern» Greeks not only as reprobate counterfeits of the times 
of Homer or Pericles.

The expedition to Egypt is renowned also —despite the Saidian dis-
cussion on Orientalism which takes its starting point just here— as the 
beginning of a new area of deeper scientific engagement with the coun-
try, its monuments, with the Orient, its languages and culture as a 
whole.49 This has certainly a long history which cannot be recounted 
here, but it is important to stress for the prior period, that in the late 
eighteenth century serious changes had happened, not least a multi-
form and increasingly explicit recognition of the ignorance that pre-
vailed concerning the present state of countries and peoples and their 
more recent history. Already Chandler, one of the most read travel ac-
counts through Greece that served many Europeans and emerging Phil-
hellenes around 1800, had noted «a chasm of near seven hundred years» 
that ensued from Athenian history after Alaric’s invasion. Then, after a 
brief period of revival in medieval times, Athens was «again in a man-
ner forgotten» after the Ottoman conquest.50 More generally, Douglas 
noted in 1813 that, «This country, however singular it may appear, had 
in a manner been forgotten by the rest of Europe».51 

We are so much accustomed to glance at once from the classic ages to the 
present, that we are apt to believe that nothing more is necessary than 

 49. Laurens, L’Expédition; Henry Laurens, Autour de l’expédition d’Egypte, 
CNRS, Paris, 2004; Anne Godlewska, «Napoleon’s Geographers (1797-1815): Impe-
rialists and Soldiers of Modernity», in eadem, N. Smith, dirs., Geography and Empire, 
Blackwell, Oxford and Cambridge/Mass., 1994, pp. 31-55; M.-N. Bourguet, B. Lepe-
tit, D. Nordman, M. Sinarellis, dirs., L’invention scientifique de la Méditerranée, 
EHESS, Paris, 1998 (on Napoleon’s expedition cfr. especially the contributions by 
Annie Forgeau, Emma C. Spary).
 50. Richard Chandler, Travels in Greece: or An Account of a tour made at the 
expense of the Society of Dilettanti, Clarendon, Oxford, 1776, pp. 31-33.
 51. Frederick Sylvester North Douglas, An essay on Certain Points of Resem-
blance between the Ancient and Modern Greeks, John Murray, London 1813, p. 6.
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the removal of the Turkish power, in order to discover the same race of 
men to whom we have constantly and emphatically applied the name and 
character of Greeks. But a general want of interest, and the obscurity [...] 
induces us to overlook a vast period of Grecian history, where we scarcely 
see one solitary instance of virtue and patriotism, to keep up the recollec-
tion of their ancestors [...].52

In fact, such a strong and urgent recognition of oblivion and igno-
rance was not so new in Douglas’ times, but it had grown and diversi-
fied since the Enlightenment, not only concerning the Greeks but also 
the histories of the Arabs and all other ethnic groups in the Levant.53 
Yet what had been a recognition of oblivion on the side of scientists 
and observers now became a driving force behind the political move-
ments after Napoleonic times. It was a complex form of romanticist 
blending of Ancient and Modern Greece, of Spartan heroes defend-
ing liberty against their Persian oppressors and modern Greeks re-
volting against Ottoman oppression (by Western Philhellenes as well 
as by the Greeks themselves) when it came to creating forms of prop-
aganda. There was also a distinct recognition—as seen here—of the 
possible misunderstandings and errors committed by just such an 
approach of unconsciously blending and mixing up periods and com-
pletely different states of histories and ethnic developments, a central 
feature of the post-Vienna period. Already in 1782, Choiseul-Gouffier 
had tried to discover the remains of the spirit of liberty among the 
modern Greeks oppressed by the Ottoman «tyrants» with an attitude 
close to that of an ethno-historian, using archaeological metaphors.54 
This late enlightened, not yet really politically engaged lamentation, 
partly driven by a self-inculpation for the West’s own ignorance and 
negligence towards non-Muslim Ottoman subjects, partly driven by a 
civilizational mission to reawaken that forgotten spirit among the Greeks 

 52. Ibidem, p. 183.
 53. Cfr. especially the sub-chapter «The Forgotten Arabic Middle Ages», in Zwier-
lein, Imperial Unknowns, pp. 185-219.
 54. Choiseul-Gouffier, Voyage, vol. 1, p. V.
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themselves, reached a different level after 1815. But in the actual politi-
cal planning and strategy of Napoleon during the years before, it is not 
really present as a factor. Instead, any civilizational mission and scientif-
ic engagement were, at a certain point, subordinated to and obscured by 
the political agenda of security and empire-building.

3

As mentioned above, it is well established by research that one can, with 
good reasons and textual evidence in the diplomatic sources, under-
stand the circumstances of interventions by Britain, Russia and France 
in favor of the Greeks before and, above all, following the Battle of Na-
vareno and during the consequent international conferences and nego-
tiations, as an early instance of the enactment of «human security» and 
«humanitarian intervention» on an international level. All Western 
powers were conscious of the problem that they were definitely com-
mitting an infringement to the Porte’s sovereignty and it was —at least 
partially— legitimated as an action to prevent «calamities and atroci-
ties against humanity» and to provide «security» to the Greek subjects 
of the Ottomans.55 A second use of «security» is discernable when the 

 55. «[...] to give to the Greeks a more secure and definite existence under the 
Ottoman Porte» (Earl of Dudley to the Prince of Lieven, Foreign Office, March 6th, 
1828, Papers relative to the Affairs of Greece. Protocols of conferences held in London, 
presented to both Houses of Parliament, May 1830, J. Harrison & son, London, 1830, 
p. 28); «[...] dans une cause qui est celle de la religion et de l’humanité souffrante [...]» 
(Déclaration, St. Petersbourg 14/28 April 1828, sent by count Nesselrode to the the 
Russian government, ibidem, p. 58); «[...] que la lutte sanglante, qui se prolongeait 
entre les Grecs et les Turcs, entraînait des conséquences affligeantes pour l’humanité 
[...]» (Projet de Déclaration au sujet de l’envoi d’un corps de troupes dans la Pénin-
sule Grecque, 11 August 1828, ibidem, p. 83), one is dealing with the «sûreté des Grecs, 
pour le repos du monde» (Annèxe A au Protocole de la Conférence du 22 march 1829, 
ibidem, p. 112); the five points of the declaration of the allied powers towards Leopold 
of Saxe-Coburg contained always the formula «[...] elles se croyent tenues d’assurer 
aux habitans de Candie et de Samos, une sécurité contre toute molestation en raison 
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establishment of the new state of Greece is negotiated and it is agreed 
that Greece has to grant the same security of Muslim individuals and 
families who would be now on the soil of the new Greek state under 
the Greek (semi-)sovereignty granted and protected by the Western 
powers.56 At first glance this seems to be like the creation from zero of 
a modern arrangement of a securitized zone, in so doing, breaching the 
still very germinal post-Vienna system of states with its principle of 
non-intervention. Since the agreements among the anti-Napoleonic 
quadruple alliance of 1814 at Chaumont, the principle of non-interven-
tion was part of conventional diplomatic thought. It was at the center 
of Canning’s European politics in general57 and it was also brought 
forward concerning the Greek question, as Chateaubriand had sum-
marized.58 But that constellation and the circumstances of politics had 

de la part qu’ils auraient prise dans les troubles antécédens. Dans le cas où l’autorité 
Turque serait exercée d’une maniére qui pourrait blesser l’humanité chacune des 
Puissances Alliées [...] croirait de son devoir d’interposer son influence auprès de la 
Porte, afin d’assurer aux habitans des îles susmentionnes, une protection contre des 
actes oppressifs et arbitraires» (Foreign Office, Protocole de la Conférence 20 februa-
ry 1830, ibidem, p. 165, 170; the allies have to adhere to «the principle which shall 
appear to [them] most capable of securing the tranquil existence of the Greeks» (Des-
patch from Count Nesselrode to Prince Lieven, Odessa, 16/28 August 1828, ibidem, 
p. 250).
 56. Papers relative to the Affairs of Greece, pp. 109, 146, 324.
 57. Harold Temperley, The Foreign Policy of Canning, 1822-1827. England, the 
Neo-Holy Alliance, and the New World, G. Bell and Sons, London, 1925, pp. 53-92; as 
late as march 1827 Canning was not really in favor of direct military intervention 
as a means of politics though the «diplomatic revolution» had already destroyed to 
some extent the so-called Congress system (ibidem, p. 517); Bew, Castlereagh, p. 583; 
Wolfram Siemann, Metternich. Stratege und Visionär, C.H. Beck, Munich 2016, 
pp. 458-460, pp. 719-726.
 58. François-René Chateaubriand, «Note sur la Grèce [first ed. July 1825]», in 
idem, Œuvres complètes, vol. ix, L’Avocat, Paris, 1826, pp. vii-lxiv, p. l («les publi-
cistes [...] ont prétendu qu’on ne devoit pas se mêler de ces affaires, par quatre raisons 
principales: 1° L’empire turc a été reconnu partie intégrante de l’Europe au congrès de 
Vienne: 2° Le grand-seigneur est le souverain légitime des Grecs, d’où il résulte que 
les Grecs sont des sujets rebelles; 3° La médiation des puissances à intervenir pourroit 
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again many older roots, and the supposed «intervention in terms of 
human security» was perceived to some extent differently and through 
older «frames of thought» than the view back from the twentieth cen-
tury discourse of international relations might suggest. Even more of-
ten than to the violation of vaguely defined «principles of humanity», 
the allies referred to the reestablishment of the peace and security of the 
Sea, of sailing and doing commerce in the Levant as a legitimation for 
their intervention.59 This was rooted rather in the very old practice of the 
Western powers, which were still to some extent the old trading em-
pires, to defend the liberty and security of commerce despite all inter-
national politico-economic competition. Here the Greek case, though 
being a case of revolt and upheaval, was a threat to security functional-
ly equivalent to the resurgent attacks of Barbary corsairs in the first and 
second decades of the nineteenth century against which Britain and the 
young US navy had sent their fleets.60 

The French put particular emphasis on another line of tradition. 
Though the appeal to common Christian roots with the Greeks was 
all-European and shared by all Philhellenes,61 in terms of foreign diplo-

élever des difficultés politiques; 4° Il ne convient pas qu’un gouvernement populaire 
s’établisse à l’orient de l’Europe»). 
 59. Papers relative to the Affairs of Greece, pp. 4, 7, 13f., 20-24, 29 («commercial 
security»), 35f. and passim.
 60. Cfr. for the British-American Bombardment of Algiers in 1816, Frederick C. 
Leiner, The End of Barbary Terror. America’s 1815 War against the Pirates of North Af-
rica, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2006, pp. 151-176; Lawrence A. Peskin, Cap-
tives and Countrymen. Barbary Slavery and the American Public, 1785-1816, John Hop-
kins University Press, Baltimore, 2009, pp. 187-209. For the project of an association 
against Barbary piracy linked to those events still in 1819, cfr. Kral Kreyssing, Ueber 
den zu Hamburg errichteten antipiratischen Verein, G.H.Mahncke, Hamburg, 1819, 
StA Hamburg Cl. vii. Lit. Ca Nr. 2 vol. 3, fasc. 22; Nicholas B. Harding, «North 
African piracy, the Hanoverian carrying trade, and the British state, 1728-1828», The 
Historical Journal, 43, 1 (2000), pp. 25-47.
 61. On the Philhellenes cfr. William St. Clair, That Greece might still be free. The 
Philhellens in the War of Independence, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1972; Doug-
las Dakin, The Greek Struggle for Independence 1821-1833, Batsford, London, 1973, 
pp. 107-120; Natalie Klein, ‘L’humanité, le christianisme, et la liberté’. Die internatio-
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macy and international relations, it was easiest for the French to refer 
to evidence in their own past as the Catholic power in the Mediterra-
nean. Communication concerning the Greek question within the Le-
vant was still enhanced by the consular and merchant network62 and 
(at least French) diplomats were still establishing long historical tradi-
tions and connections in the typical form of mémoire writing as we 
had encountered it in the case of Talleyrand and Napoleon on the eve of 
the expedition to Egypt. For example, in 1824 a mémoire that the French 
vice-consul of Chios, Céleste-Étienne David, addressed to the foreign 
minister Chateaubriand,63 gave an account of the massacre, contextu-
alizing it with information about the history of the island, and refer-
ring to it as the most recent important parallel to the expulsion of the 
Greeks by the Ottomans in 1695, when the island was reconquered 

nale philhellenische Vereinsbewegung der 1820er Jahre, Zabern, Mainz, 2000; Denys 
Barau, La Cause des Grecs. Une histoire du mouvement philhéllène (1821-1829), Cham-
pion, Paris, 2009. I am aware of the dimension of cultural and literary romanticist 
production of the Philhellene movement (Byron’s circle just being the most promi-
nent), but this has to be left out here.
 62. It was through the channels of the Levant Company’s consuls that the British 
were receiving news about the state of affairs in Greece still in 1821 (Paschalis M. 
Kitromilides, «Itineraries in the world of the Enlightenment: Adamantios Korais 
from Smyrna via Montpellier to Paris», in Idem, dir., Adamantios Korais and the Eu-
ropean Enlightenment, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2010, pp. 1-34, 19), and in 
1824 (The massacres of Chios described in contemporary diplomatic reports, ed. Philip P. 
Argenti, The Bodley Head, London, 1932, 31-48 (dispatches from the consular net-
work in Smyrna and Constantinople).
 63. Chateaubriand had himself visited the Mediterranean in 1806-1807 in a pri-
vately financed voyage, recommended to the French ambassador at Constantinople 
by Choiseul-Gouffier (cfr. above n. 23). He had been hosted in each city by the 
French consuls, e.g., the consul Fauvel at Athens, the consul at Smyrne, the consul 
Dovretti in Alexandria, the famous protégé of Talleyrand, the general consul Devoize 
at Tunis. Retrospectively, that voyage served therefore as something like an informal 
‘visite d’échelles’ as otherwise sometimes officially ordered by the secretary of the 
Marine and was essential in forming Chateaubriand’s intimacy with the Levant and 
France’s servants abroad, cfr. Jean-Claude Berchet, Chateaubriand, Gallimard, Pa-
ris, 2012, pp. 451-483. 
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from a short Venetian period of government.64 In fact, it is obvious 
why the French diplomatic apparatus still remembered that affair, be-
cause it was, though first of all a Venetian-Ottoman conflict, also a 
crucial moment in the strengthening or crystallization of the idea of 
France as the «protector of [all Latin, sometimes even of all] Chris-
tians» in the Mediterranean. The French traced this back to the earliest 
capitulations with the Ottoman Porte under François I, but a closer 
analysis shows that they had slowly enlarged what was first meant just 
as the granting by the Porte to the French king and its representative 
the privilege to protect its own French subjects in their religious servic-
es (e.g., the Catholic rite in the consular and ambassadorial chapel) to 
be quite a strong and powerful tool of proto-imperial claims. In 1695, 
however, the Ottomans also threatened the position of the French as 
protector of the Catholics, as they tore down churches, transformed 
them into mosques and forbade all missionaries any contact with the 
Greek orthodox, who were oppressed even more strongly.65 Since that 

 64. Céleste Étienne David to Chateaubriand, Chios, June 14, 1824, AE La Cour-
neuve, Correspondance Consulaire 1812-25, ed. in Massacres, Argenti, pp. 51-98: «[en 
1694...] Au retour des Turcs [...] [l]es Eglises des Latins furent rasées; leurs franchises, 
leurs privilèges perdus irrévocablement». That «terrible exécution» is remembered as 
having created martyrs («victimes de leur attachement à la Religion Chrétienne»). 
And «[d]epuis cette dernière et malheureuse tentative de l’Europe Conquérante sur 
la terre de Scio», the Ottomans had remained in power (Massacres, ed. Argenti, p. 55) 
«Cette tentative malheureuse [sc. de 1694] fut la dernière expédition européenne, en 
faveur des Sciotes» (ibidem, p. 72)— «liberté» and «despotisme» are seen in a state of 
antagonism and oppression by the «terreur...[de] la tyrannie» since 1694 until the 
present massacre of Chios.
 65. The 1695 Mémoire – Commerce de Levant – Pour donner une idée de l’Estat 
present des François en Leuant (Archives nationales, site Paris, AE B iii 235, nr. 53) from 
the archives of the secretary of the Marine gives a contemporary French interpreta-
tion of those events and how the French saw their role: an Ottoman edict had been 
given to the French ambassador Chateauneuf communicating the prohibition to all 
missionaries of any further contact with the Greeks. This edict «seems to be contrary 
to the capitulations, at least contrary to the use since the times that the French are 
established in the Levant as a corporate nation». The edict was felt as a violation of 
the relationship between the Porte and France and a violation of the dignity of the 
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affair in 1695 and ultimately following the 1740 capitulations, the French 
crown tended to exercise its function of «protector» of Latin Christians 
in the Levant also through the network of Catholic missionaries, a great 
many of which were French, sent out under Richelieu in the 1620s. The 
special status of France as «protector of Christians» was still a subject of 
international law in early twentieth century doctoral disputations.66 It 
is not surprising, then, that in the mémoire of David to Chateaubriand, 
what one often conceives to be one of the early ethnic massacres or 
atrocities and crimes against «humanity» in a modern nineteenth and 
twentieth-century sense, was first of all interpreted as standing in the 
old line of tradition of inter-religious conflicts; the Venetian 1694 in-
tervention to reconquer Chios was interpreted as the last «European 
intervention», and the option of Western military intervention in 1824 
was thus likewise inscribed into a long series of precursors which one 
would perhaps see today to be rather isomorphic than homologous. 
The security that France might lend to the Greeks could be understood 
still to be in the tradition of France as protector of all Christians, as in 
Ludovician times. There is no real expression of a sense of crucial ep-

king («[...] que souffre en cela l’authorité et la gloire du Roy [...] Le Roy est le seul 
protecteur de la religion latine, et est reconnu pour tel, dans tout l’Empire, par les 
missionnaires de toutes les Nations, même de ceux de la propagande [i.e. of the Ro-
man Congregation de propaganda fide] et des Saintes lieux [sc. at Jerusalem]», and 
this authority of protector had been granted by the Ottoman emperors to France 
excluding even the Spanish king and the Holy Roman Emperor.
 66. César Famin, Histoire de la rivalité et du protectorat des églises chrétiennes en 
Orient, Firmin Didot, Paris, 1853; Louis-Joseph-Delphin Féraud-Giraud, De la ju-
ridiction française dans les échelles du Levant et de Barbarie, 2nd ed., 2 vol., Durand & 
Pedone Lauriel, Paris, 1871; F. Verdy du Vernois, Die Frage der heiligen Stätten. Ein 
Beitrag zur Geschichte der völkerrechtlichen Beziehungen der ottomanischen Pforte, E.S. 
Mittler, Berlin, 1901; Joseph Lammeyer: Das französische Protektorat über die Christen 
im Orient, historisch, rechtlich und politisch gewürdigt [...], Noske, Borna-Leipzig, 1919; 
for a less normative, more historical reconstruction of the realities of the French pro-
tection cfr. Bernard Heyberger, Les chrétiens du Proche-Orient au temps de la Réforme 
catholique, École française de Rome, Paris, 1994, pp. 241-273; Yves Debbasch, La 
nation française en Tunisie (1577-1835), Éd. Sirey, Paris, 1957, pp. 77-108; Zwierlein, 
Imperial unknowns, pp. 173-181.
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ochal difference between both instances of cruelty in that tradition of 
consular perception. Instances of the relationship between empire and 
security of the third “modern» post-Vienna period could be interpreted 
in terms of the relationship between empire and security of the first, 
early modern period.

In terms of pro-Greek propaganda, the religious factor becomes even 
more central, yet also decidedly modern in the sense of a secular reli-
gious or modern politico-theological approach with Benjamin Con-
stant. One may dispute if he can be taken as representative of “France», 
but at least he wrote his Appel aux nations chrétiennes en faveur des Grecs 
in 1825 officially by request of the Paris Greek committee.67 Constant 
and Chateaubriand —who had joined the committee in March 1825— 
had long differed on many aspects of their monarchical or republican 
liberalist principles and concerning their vision of “religion». But both 
—Chateaubriand being dismissed as Minister of Foreign Affairs in 
1824— were united in their opposition to Charles X even though com-
ing from different lagers, and joined forces on that which related to the 
Greek question.68 Chateaubriand recommended explicitly Constant’s 
Appel in his own Note sur la Grèce.69 Constant’s liberal thought, as he 

 67. Boris Anelli, «Benjamin Constant et la guerre pour l’indépendance de la 
Grèce (1821-1830)», Annales Benjamin Constant, 23-24 (2000), pp. 195-203; Paul Del-
bouille, Benjamin Constant (1767-1830). Les égarements du cœur et les chemins de la 
pensée, Slatkine, Geneva, 2015, pp. 585-587.
 68. Likewise, Chateaubriand was engaging in quite «liberal» abolitionist terms 
in the Société de la morale chrétienne whose secretary was, again, Benjamin Constant. 
 69. Chateaubriand, «Note», p. xxvi; Ephraïm Harpaz, «Benjamin Constant et 
Chateaubriand épilogue», Revue d’Histoire Littéraire de la France, 106, 2 (2006), pp. 
351-369, 367; Berchet, Chateaubriand, p. 729. This move towards the liberal opposi-
tion by the conservative Chateaubriand just concerning the Greek cause is quite typical 
for what the ‘monarchiens libéraux mécontents’ also did under the rule of Charles X 
as has been noted, for Lally-Tolandal, Friedemann Pestel, «Raumwandel und Wen-
dezeiten. Französische Revolutionsemigranten als europäische Akteure», Diss. phil. 
Freiburg/Br. 2013, p. 689f. (this chapter is not included in his monograph Kosmopo-
liten wider willen. Die ‘monarchiens’ als Revolutionsemigranten, Oldenbourg, Berlin, 
Boston 2015, thanks go to the author for communicating it to me). 
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had developed it earlier regarding the French state and society in its 
transition from revolutionary to post-revolutionary times, was here 
superseded on the international level, and in confrontation with the 
non-Christian Ottoman Empire, with a secularized form of Manichean 
dualism. While regarding the internal affairs of a nation-state, he had 
supported a pluralist concept of liberal tolerance regarding religion;70 
in his pro-interventionist plea no such moderating view was possible:71 
the Greek struggle was for him notre cause, because it marked the cur-
rent frontier between islamisme and christianisme, a struggle between 
civilizations and religions which could not been separated. Creating an 
independent Greek state was described by him in secular-apocalyptical 
terms as a necessary katechon, as the task of all peuples civilisés against 
the threat of Muslim invasion. As no one in the sixth or seventh centu-
ry had imagined that the Muslims would conquer the whole Orient, 
and as the Byzantines had not imagined in the eighth century that 
those forces would eventually lead to the transformation of the church 
of St Sophia into a mosque in the fifteenth century, within the Greek 
struggle now, the European powers had to put a brake on «l’empire 

 70. Cfr. Benjamin Constant, «Principes de politique», in Idem, Œuvres com-
plètes, IX, 2, ed. Olivier Devaux, Kurt Kloocke et al., Niemeyer, Tübingen, 2001, pp. 
653-858, especially chap. xvii (‘De la Liberté religieuse’), pp. 817-835. A closer look 
reveals that the preventive defensive war against the ‘islamisme’ recommended by 
Constant might not be in «striking contrast to the pluralism of the Spirit of conquest 
and Constant’s earlier writings on religion» (Jennifer Pitts, A Turn to Empire. The Rise 
of Imperial Liberalism in Britain and France, Princeton University Press, Princeton, 
2005, p. 179). If put in an (imagined) situation of coercion and aggression, the liberal 
state and society that is internally tolerant and even favorable towards the «multipli-
cation des sectes» (Constant, «Principes», p. 830) must defend its security. Likewise, 
while Constant fervently argues against expansionism as a mode of politics apt for 
modern civilizations (Benjamin Constant, «De l’esprit de conquête et de l’usurpa-
tion», in Idem, Œuvres, viii, 1, ed. K. Kloocke, B. Fink, Niemeyer, Tübingen, 2005, 
pp. 527-683), the Greek cause is more a defensive war than an aggression, though 
fought abroad; if «despotisme» is even not tolerant towards the religions (ibidem, 
p. 657), tyranny becomes itself intolerable. 
 71. Benjamin Constant, Appel aux nations chrétiennes en faveur des Grecs, Treut-
tel et Würtz, Paris, 1825.
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ottoman, exception monstrueuse aux mœurs et aux lumières de notre 
âge».72 If there is «liberalism» in this position, it is posited only on the 
one side of the civilized Western world. Though the term «security» is 
not mentioned as a central aim of politics, the aim of the politics of all 
European civilized people-nations together against «barbarism» was 
understood as something like a preventive defense abroad of their se-
curity at home. 

On the British side, which was not at all monolithic, one is urged 
today to pick up the voice of Jeremy Bentham and the circle of Philhel-
lenes in contact with him, though this has not to be confounded with 
the position of the government. In any case, British views were not 
dictated by such politico-theological Manicheism as visible with Con-
stant, though religion was certainly also of importance, but instead, 
there was the idea of the security of their own nation and empire, re-
garding commerce and regarding the powers and states in the Levant. 
This concept was put into the foreground and applied and used on many 
different levels. Jeremy Bentham became in contact with the Greek 
emissaries to London in 182173 and wrote his observations on Greece and 
the Greek constitution in 1823. But one has to distinguish between what 
we know today, after a long time of professional study of that author 
and his manuscripts left initially in the collection of University Col-
lege London and published in 1821-1823—and known to the European 
public—and what was communicated eventually in manuscript form 
directly to the Greeks. We know today that Bentham’s «turn to securi-
ty» as a fundamental aspect of his own view on liberalist constitutional-
ism happened quite early, around 1776, starting perhaps from some pas-
sages in Montesquieu, as a series of manuscript sheets of that time 
reveals. He then was adamant that the idea of liberty is «purely nega-

 72. Ibidem, p. 9.
 73. Cfr. Konstantinos Polychroniades to Bentham, July 31, 1821, in Jeremy Ben-
tham, The Correspondance [I quote in the following only the Letter Numbers of 
vol. 10: July 1820 to December 1821, ed. S. Conway, Clarendon, Oxford, 1994; vol. 11: 
January 1822 to June 1824, ed. C. Fuller; vol. 12: July 1824 to June 1828, ed. L. O’Sul-
livan and C. Fuller, Clarendon, Oxford, 2006] Nr. 2786.
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tive»: «That which under the name of Liberty is so much magnified, 
as the invaluable, the unrivalled work of Law, is not liberty, but secu-
rity».74 But in his published works at the moment of the outbreak of 
the Greek struggle, the Fragment of Government (1776) and the Intro-
duction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation (1789), a systematic 
approach to «security»/«securities» as a guiding principle of constitu-
tional thought was not yet visible. Bentham was a decided proponent 
of a republican solution within the discussion on the Greek consti-
tution, while the leading men of politics in Europe tended more and 
more towards monarchy. The crucial question seems to have been 
which form of constitution might grant the higher degree of «securi-
ty». He was perhaps responding more to the Greek provisional gov-
ernment led by Mavrokordatos than the other Philhellenes from Eu-
rope. The Greeks expressed far less of an adherence to an ideological 
form of liberty as the driving force behind their uprising,75 but always 

 74. University College London Bentham papers lxix, 44 [ca. 1776], quoted by 
Douglas G. Long, Bentham on Liberty: Jeremy Bentham’s idea of liberty in relation to 
his utilitarianism, Toronto University Press, Toronto, Buffalo, 1977, p. 74f: more pre-
cisely, at that time Bentham was conceiving ‘liberty’ on different levels: Liberty (1) as 
a general, ‘natural’ term and concept is an asymmetric term to security, while the 
liberty (2) produced by law, within a well ordered constitution, is integrative to and 
therefore somehow part of or even identical with security/securities. Cfr. also Em-
manuelle De Champs, ‘La déontologie politique’ ou la pensée constitutionnelle de Jeremy 
Bentham, Droz, Geneva, 2008, pp. 119-122; Frederick Rosen, Bentham, Byron, and 
Greece. Constitutionalism, Nationalism, and Early Liberal Political Thought, Oxford 
University Press, Oxford, 1992, pp. 33-37
 75. Adamantios Korais, who had read and recommended Bentham, but only the 
‘older’ published writings (always in the French translation: Traité de législation civile 
et pénale, 1802), was certainly placing ‘Liberty/Freedom’ as one of the four main no-
tions (happiness, virtue, law, freedom) he was commenting upon in his famous 
Prolegomena to the edition of Aristotle’s Politics, perhaps the only major work of 
ideology by an exiled Greek with major diffusion among the Europeans (for a com-
prehensive edition of all introductory parts by Korais to his editions of classical au-
thors and other preliminary texts cfr. Adamantios Korais, Προλεγόμενα στους ἀρχαίου 
ἑλληνες συγγραφείς, 3 vol., Morphotiko Idryma Ethnikis Trapezis, Athens, 1984, 1988, 
1990; for a contemporary German translation of the important one to Aristotle’s 
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referred to their need for security against the Ottoman threat.76 Ben-
tham wrote to them: 

Grecians! Some there are among you who say, - Give yourselves to a king! 
[...] In a republic, they will tell you, there is no security. No security in a 
republic? say, rather, no security anywhere else. Look to the Anglo-Amer-
ican republic: what security, what prosperity, what constantly increasing 
prosperity, was ever comparable to theirs? so it has been these forty years; 
and every year brings a vast increase.77 

Politics cfr. Adamantios Korai, Vom Alten und Neuen Hellas. Worte an die griechische 
Nation [...], transl. Carl Iken, Ernst Fleischer, Leipzig, 1823, pp. 58-60; Paschalis M. 
Kitromilides, «Adamantios Korais and the dilemmas of liberal nationalism», in Idem, 
dir., Adamantios Korais, pp. 213-224; Nicolaos Piccolos had sent a copy of Korais’ Pro-
legomena to Bentham (January 27, 1822, Bentham, Correspondance, nr. 2845); Korais 
had recommended the teaching of Bentham’s work (as the only modern European 
author) next to Aristotle in the yet to be founded new universities in Greece (Korai, 
Vom Alten, p. 108; Bentham to Samuel Parr, February 17, 1823, Bentham, Correspon-
dance, nr. 2951) and he collaborated with Bentham on a (never finished) translation of 
Bentham’s Constitutional Code, cfr. Bentham, Correspondance, nr. 3124). But Korais 
had departed from his hometown of Smyrna definitely in 1782 for Montpellier, then 
Paris, and was an eye-witness of the French revolution and immersed in those circles. 
A spatio-social distance of nearly four decades of exile was dividing Western Greeks like 
him from the very actors of the revolt who themselves seem to have not referred to 
Korais’ emphatic notion of ‘Liberty’ so much. Bentham, when involved in Greek af-
fairs, developed more towards a Liberalism expressed in the language of security/ies.
 76. «What security could [the Greek nation] obtain against the violators of all 
law?» had been the desperate question and motive of the revolution, «Taking up arms 
if it was only to fall with honor» (Declaration of the Greek government to the Chris-
tian Powers, Mavrocordatos et al. Corinth, April 15, 1822, in Edward Blaquiere, The 
Greek Revolution; its Origin and Progress, G. & W.B. Whittaker, London, 1824, p. 331); 
and Blaquiere himself judged that the «insurrection [...had been] not in the first in-
stance so much a rising in favour of freedom as a struggle for existence» (ibidem, p. 148). 
Later the Greek government referred to the «safety and prosperity of the people of 
Greece», to the «safety and happiness of Greece», and to the «safety of his country» as 
the «first duty» of every citizen (several documents of the government and its emis-
saries in 1827, Edward Blaquiere, Letters from Greece: with Remarks on the Treaty of 
Intervention, James Ilbery, London, 1828, pp. 240, 242, 251).
 77. Bentham to the Greeks, 24.11.1823, Bentham, Correspondance, nr. 3023.
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This was Bentham’s general thought about constitutions; he was 
applying it also to the English one and in a universal sense: 

Toujours le dilemme – le nœud Gordien – se reproduit. Sans constitu-
tion, et même sans constitution democratique, point de sureté pour le 
peuple: avec cela tel est l’etat de la societé que le peuple n’est pas capa-
ble de jouer son rôle dans l’exercice une constitution.78 

While most other European liberals tended to write first of all about 
the «freedom» and the «liberty» of the Greeks that had to be defended, 
protected, and reconquered, Bentham started to think profoundly from 
the opposite point of view. And it seems that this was resonating in 
Greece just because it was a notion that was truly felt to be positive and 
not just a negative cry to be free from oppression without defining what 
would come next. For many liberals, security was the effect of liberty, 
while for Bentham a complex framework of securities gave the first and 
only way to the liberty of humans, of citizens, of commerce, of the press. 
Early instances of that way of thought published at that time are to be 
found in his Fragments of Government.79 But usually, in his earlier works, 
he still uses the language of «liberty» and «rights».80 It is precisely in 

 78. Bentham to Hassuna d’Ghies, 26/27 March 1823, Bentham, Corr., Nr. 2962.
 79. Cfr. the definition of two fundamental liberal ‘rights’ against a despotic gov-
ernment: «liberty of the press; or the security which every man, be he of the one class 
or the other, may make known his complaints and remonstrances to the whole com-
munity; - on the liberty of public association; or the security with which malcontents 
may communicate their sentiments [...]» (Jeremy Bentham, A Comment on the Com-
mentaries and A Fragment on Government, ed. J. H. Burns, H. L. A. Hart, London 
1977, p. 485, my emphasis). Cfr. in general for the different forms of ‘liberal - liberal-
ism’ regarding the internal constitutional disputes in France, England and Germany. 
Jörn Leonhard, Liberalismus. Zur historischen Semantik eines europäischen Deutungs-
musters, Oldenbourg, Munich, 2001.
 80. Cfr. the passages on complete liberty as the natural state of man before the 
legislator is giving laws, and the fundamental «directly opposed [...] two sorts of lib-
erty: Liberty against law [and...] liberty [...] against wrong-doers» (Jeremy Bentham, 
Principles of legislation. Of Laws in general [ca. 1782], ed. H. L. A. Hart, Athlone, 
London, 1970, p. 253f.). 
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April 1822 when news of the Chios massacres arrived in England and 
when he re-started working on his major project, the Constitutional 
Code, that «securities» became the key notion of his whole political 
theory.81 His proposal for the transformation (or founding) of the Trip-
olitine constitution was built on just such a concept of the institution-
alization of «securities» as a check on despotic power.82 He formulated 
all that had been in the younger tradition of constitutions and declara-
tions since 1776 and 1789 as an enumeration of individual natural rights 
of public law in terms of securities that were granted once and forever 
by the governing prince to its subjects, who were by that granted and 
entitled those «securities».83 The chapters already finished of the Con-
stitutional Code, of which the first volume would only be published in 
1830, were sent in a parcel of manuscript copies to Stanhope, the Eng-
lish chief negotiator in Greece, among which was also the important list 
of «securities» to inform the English and to help during the establish-
ment of the Greek independent state and its institutions.84 While this 
was a specific Benthamian theoretical decision within a sophisticated 

 81. «The first manuscripts consistently headed ‘Constitutional Code’ were written 
in April 1822 [...] These first writings took the form of lengthy essays on a number of 
themes such as ‘Securities’»; in April, May and June 1822, he wrote a 159 sheet Ms. 
under the title Economy as to Office which was mainly concerned with «securities» 
(Jeremy Bentham, Constitutional Code, vol. 1, ed. F. Rosen, J.H. Burns, Clarendon, 
Oxford, 1983, editor’s note, p. xiii, xv).
 82. It is not the place here to go into the details of how Bentham came into 
contact with the Tripolitine government through the emissary Hassuna D’Ghies. The 
writings for Tripolis had more the character of an advisor’s work to a governing mon-
arch who aimed for reform of his country by acting himself as constitutional legis-
lator, very different from the Greek situation (Bentham, Securities, ed. Schofield, 
pp. xv-xxxvi).
 83. Cfr. Jeremy Bentham, «Securities against Misrule and Constitutional Secu-
rities of the Tripolitan Nation: Or securities, given by the sovereign, to the people of 
Tripoli and Fezzan, against abuse of Power, now and for ever», in Idem, Securities 
against misrule and other Constitutional Writings, ed. P. Schofield, Clarendon, Oxford, 
1990, pp. 74-112.
 84. On September 26, 1823: Bentham, Constitutional Code, p. xix; Rosen, Ben-
tham, pp. 157-163 on how Stanhope used Bentham’s manuscripts in Greece.
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discourse of Western European liberalists, in the Tripolitine and Greek 
cases, this was probably more in elective affinity with the customs, expec-
tations and needs in Tripoli. In the latter case, the granting of «securities» 
was far more easily translatable into the long-lived and accustomed 
traditions of how the deys and beys had always granted privileges, pro-
tection and partial forms of autonomy to their subjects, ethnic groups 
living under their rule, and to foreigners. It could be received far less as 
the introduction of a revolutionary break than just as a benign and 
clement gift of the sovereign to his subjects —though now, in 1822, it 
was a different situation: in Benthamian thought, this would not be-
long to a premodern system of granting privileges, but like the Ur-mo-
ment of the foundation of the liberal society, secured from misrule by 
this very monarchical head who, to some extent, ceased even to be the 
sovereign or at least he ceased to be in possession of his full sovereign 
powers, as the securities were granted «eternally» to his beloved peo-
ple».85 In Tripoli, what was an original Benthamian way of thinking 
could have the performative status of a camouflage of modern individ-
ual constitutional rights —which normally would have been thought 
to be possessed in a «bottom-up» way by each man by nature— in 
terms of a top-down system of granting privileges. In the Greek case, it 
responded to the very basic and immediate need of security from vio-
lence and threat. Though, as has been said, the germs of his concept of 
Liberty as Security was far older, only now he systematically elaborated 
texts whose very structure was a sequence of detailed and precise defi-
nitions of «security», and only now did those texts not just remain on 
his desk as decade-long works-in-progress, but were communicated to 
the Greeks and to the Dey for concrete political purposes of constitu-
tional reform. In the Portuguese and Latin American cases roughly at 

 85. Bentham formulates as the Dey’s promulgation address introducing the con-
stitution: «People! Beloved People! God hath given me the power over you. [...] but 
it is only for your happiness that he has given it to me [...] Receive now from my 
hands the benefits which, in obedience to God and his prophet, freely and of my own 
motion I give. I give them to remain to you and your posterity throughout all ages.» 
(Bentham, «Securities against Misrule», ed. Schofield, p. 78).
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the same time, the language of security seems to have been less used, less 
needed. So we may stress that Liberal Constitutionalism was respond-
ing to southern Mediterranean contexts and, born from massacres, 
transformed into the basic language of securities guaranteed and pro-
tected by imperial powers.

4

From the point of view of the Muslim rulers —the Sultan and the Dey 
Hussein at Algiers— the intervention of the Western warships at Nava-
rino in 1827, intended to protect the sultan’s ‘rebelling subjects’, and the 
landing of the French army in Sidi Ferruch (14 June 1830) because 
the French consul Deval had been hit with a fly swatter (in 1827), might 
have been events experienced on equal terms:86 two Western military 
invasions. From the Western perspective, however, they were framed in 
opposite terms: one was a heroic, mostly altruistic intervention for the 
sake of humanity; the other was, and developed decidedly as, an act of 
conquest and colonization, though against a supposed aggressor. Pro-
to-Humanitarianism and Colonization could have a nearly identical 
appearance, and that is why both also belong to the same history of 
empire/imperialism and security. 

Taking the famous Algeria papers of Tocqueville as a good analyti-
cal view to be compared with the above mentioned perceptions,87 one 

 86. Charles-André Julien, Histoire de l’Algérie contemporaine, vol. 1: La conquête 
et les débuts de la colonisation, 1827-1872, Presses Univ. de France, Paris, 1964; Daniel 
Rivet, Le Maghreb à l’épreuve de la colonisation, Hachette, Paris, 2002; cfr. now 
Erik de Lange, «Menacing Tides. Security, Piracy and Empire in the Nineteenth-cen-
tury Mediterranean», PhD thesis Utrecht University, 2020, pp. 274-310.
 87. Alexis de Tocqueville, Œuvres complètes, vol. 3: Écrits et Discours poli-
tiques, ed. J.-J. Chevallier, A. Jardin, Gallimard, Paris, 1962, pp. 33-441. Cfr. for re-
cent contributions on that Cheryl B. Welch, «Colonial Violence and the Rhetoric of 
Evasion: Tocqueville on Algeria», Political Theory, 31, 2 (2003), pp. 235-264; Mourad 
Ali-Khodja, «Tocqueville orientaliste? Jalons pour une réinterprétation de ses écrits 
politiques et de son engagement en faveur de la colonisation française en Algérie», 
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can see how the now dominating view of liberalism was somehow in a 
fix to harmonize its positive self-conception with the results of con-
quest and war. Between 1837 and 1841, Tocqueville was always stressing 
the «illiberal character» of the newly established or provisory govern-
ment in Algiers: not even the most fundamental civic liberty, the liber-
ty of the individual person, was guaranteed.88 But this was said for what 
French citizens, potentially colonists, would encounter in Algiers.89 Ac-
cess to those civic liberties was not intended to be granted to the con-
quered. The civilizational inferiority of the «indigenous» is an a priori 
that legitimates per se conquest and state-building in Algiers, though 
questions of expropriation, and of acquiring property of the land would 
remain. Tocqueville tried to find a mid-way which was, at his time, an 
also moderate view on the Kabyles and Arabs: they would be «half civi-
lized», not completely deprived of seeds of learning.90 Instead of trying to 
enforce the implantation of their completely foreign culture among the 
Arabs, the French should rather grant conditions of liberty to the con-
quered, in order to improve their own forms of learning, to strengthen 
the «light (enlightenment)» to which «islamisme» was not completely 

French Colonial History, 7 (2006), pp. 77-96; Margaret Kohn, «Empire’s Law: Alexis 
de Tocqueville on Colonialism and the State of Exception», Canadian Journal of Po-
litical Science, 41, 2 (2008), pp. 255-278.
 88. «[...] le gouvernement français devint irrégulier et oppresseur dans Alger 
[...]» (Tocqueville, Écrits, p. 141); «Il est inconcevable que, de nos jours et sortant 
d’une nation qui se dit libérale, il se soit établi, près de la France et au nom de la 
France, un gouvernement si désordonné, si tyrannique, si tracassier, si profondément 
illibéral [...] même aux notions élémentaires d’un bon régime colonial» (ibidem, p. 
197); «Alger est donc un pays où l’on n’a aucune des grandes garanties et des grandes 
libertés dont on jouit en Europe [...] On peut dire avec justice qu’en Algérie la pre-
mière de toutes les libertés civiles, la liberté individuelle n’est pas assurée [...]» (ibi-
dem, p. 263).
 89. Ibidem, p. 206.
 90. «La société musulmane, en Afrique, n’était pas incivilisée; elle avait seule-
ment une civilisation arriérée et imparfaite [...] Les peuples à demi civilisés com-
prennent malaisément la magnanimité et l’indulgence [...]» (ibidem, p. 323f.).
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closed.91 He warned that «in the middle of the nineteenth century» the 
French should not commit the errors of past centuries, alluding to 
the shadows of the Spanish leyenda negra during the fifteenth and six-
teenth-century conquest of America.92 At least the wording seems to 
opt for a «liberal», «soft» imperialism. The reality of an atrocious war 
and more than fifty years of military oppression of ever-returning re-
volts in Algeria was then different. And one should not forget that be-
yond the «liberal» wording of Tocqueville, the aforementioned funda-
mental a priori of a civilizational hierarchy between barbarians (as in 
the perception of Constant and Chateaubriand) or of «half-civilized» 
tribes was now undisputed. Not long before, the famous former drag-
oman Jean-Michel Venture de Paradis, a reformer and organizer of the 
enfants de langues around 1800 —the school system for Oriental lan-
guages for boys destined to work as translators or consuls in the French 
Mediterranean trading empire created by Colbert— who had been in 
Algeria from 1780 to 1786, was able to describe the inhabitants of the 
Barbary regencies in an enlightened gesture comparable to Montes-
quieu’s Lettres persanes by mirroring the deprived Europeans in what he 
recognized to be a virtuous people of diligent citizens governed by Ly-
curgus-like wise deys.93 Tocqueville’s early high-colonial distinction 
between developmental states and hierarchies of civilizations would be 

 91. «L’islamisme n’est pas absolument impénétrable à la lumière: il a souvent 
admis dans son sein certaines sciences ou certains arts. Pourquoi ne chercherions-nous 
pas à faire fleurir ceux-là sous notre empire? Ne forçons pas les indigènes à venir dans 
nos écoles, mais aidons-les à relever les leurs [...] à former les hommes de loi et les 
hommes de religion, dont la civilisation musulmane ne peut pas plus se passer que la 
nôtre» (ibidem, p. 325).
 92. «Ne recommençons pas, en plein xixè siècle, l’histoire de la conquête de 
l’Amérique. N’imitons pas de sanglants exemples que l’opinion du genre humain a 
flétris [...]» (ibidem, p. 329f.).
 93. «[D]es gens vraiment vertueux [...] Le dey regnant a été toute sa vie un 
homme sobre, continent, chaste, modeste dans ses vêtements, ne respirant que pour 
la prospérité de l’État. [...] La vie des Algériens est dure et active et le service se fait 
avec une régularité étonnante [...] Une vigilance qui ne s’endort jamais un instant.» 
(Cornel Zwierlein, «Conversiones, révolutions, guerres civiles: De Bodin au droit 
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instead the starting point for nineteenth-century colonialism. The right 
to appropriate land recognized to be quasi «terra nullius» because it 
was possessed only by «not civilized» people was becoming part of the 
late nineteenth-century colonial law of nations, which only «saw» 
the Western civilized nations as members of the concert of powers and 
of the system of states.94 While the French consul Deval, present at the 
court of the Dey in Algiers, as all Colbertian consuls had been, to ne-
gotiate the peace treaties and capitulations for preventing French ships 
from piracy, still belonged to the old system; in this case, colonial con-
quest in fact superseded the old order quite quickly and quite complete-
ly. Tocqueville, who slightly later became the magisterial voice in com-
paring the Ancien Régime and new post-revolutionary order regarding 
his own country of France and all of Europe, used some of the same 
distinctions and markers to describe the problems of a colonial re-
gime that had to decide between complete or partial «domination», 
between indirect and direct rule, and between colonial settlement or 
not: civilizational distinctions, good and bad colonial governments were 
described with roughly the same interpretative patterns as the differ-
ences between estates, levels of enlightenment and civilization, and 
between despotic and non-despotic government within France itself. 
In that period of transformation addressed here, the actors therefore 
decidedly and explicitly evocated their own view of the changes of pe-

international dans la Méditerranée du xviiiè siècle», Il Pensiero Politico, 49 (2016), 
pp. 383-417, 412-414).
 94. Property and jurisdiction over colonial territory could be acquired a) by pri-
vate buying from the indigenous, b) by occupation. The legitimacy of occupation 
was grounded in the concept of the «territorium nullius»: there, where no state in 
the Western sense defined by Jellinek (three components of territory, people, state 
power) existed —and «uncivilized tribes» were lacking «state power» in nineteenth 
century thought—occupation could be enacted as in an unpossessed country, the 
«indigenous» were not ‘seen’ by international colonial law, cfr. Friedrich Schack, Das 
deutsche Kolonialrecht in seiner Entwicklung bis zum Weltkriege, Friederichsen, Ham-
burg, 1923, pp. 88-93; Ralf Schlottau, Deutsche Kolonialrechtspflege. Strafrecht und 
Strafmacht in den deutschen Schutzgebieten 1884 bis 1914, P. Lang, Frankfurt/M, 2007, 
pp. 40-42.
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riods —in humankind’s history and with regard to the emerging dif-
ference between «Western civilizations» and the rest, replacing old-Eu-
ropean views on expansion and intercultural exchange. 

The greatest vice that Tocqueville identified in the bad provisory 
French government established after 1830 in Algeria was «centraliza-
tion»—obviously the same «centralization» that he identified as the 
chain of continuity between the antifeudal tendencies of the monarchi-
cal Ancien Régime and the effects of the revolutionary government 
which, counter-intuitively, did not subvert the old order regarding this 
tendency, but rather strengthened it and created a centralized bureau-
cracy Richelieu could only have dreamed of.95 Tocqueville argued, there-
fore, for French citizens to become colonists abroad and partially also for 
the treatment of the «indigenous» by a more liberal colonial regime. 
But this was one of several modern options of colonialism relying on the 
common ground of a harsh distinction between civilizations. And 
the centralization detected was a vice on the part of the French regime 
itself. It belonged to the French tradition implanted in Algeria. The 
Ancien Régime argument was therefore embedded into a larger frame-
work of emerging colonial World order. He was not arguing about a 
co-presence of an Ancien Régime form (of the «tribal» forms of self-gov-
ernment) on the one hand and a modern French form of statehood on 
the other as an interpretative matrix for what the Algerian conquest 
had produced; rather, he expressed a double-level distinction of: a) co-
lonial order; b) possible options of aa) Ancien Régime, or bb) liberal 
constitutional forms of government within (a). Finally, the security of 
«our empire» that should be enforced and assured was conceived for 
«us», for the French (only for level b), their harbors and their situation 
of life, of labor abroad, in modern liberal language:96 the whole con-

 95. Alexis de Tocqueville, L’Ancien régime et la Révolution, ed. J.-P. Mayer, Gal-
limard, Paris, 1967, livre ii, chap. 2, 5, pp. 98ss. and passim.
 96. Stabilizing the colonial regime as such (external security): «Le soin de notre 
sécurité nous oblige à retenir en notre pouvoir tous les ports de la côte et à garder sous 
notre contrôle cette côte tout entière [sc. in the struggle against Abd-el Kader]» (Toc-
queville, Écrits, p. 220); internal security of the colonial regime: «Il n’y a pas de so-
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quest had been started with the idea «to ensure the security of the Med-
iterranean» [...] a conquest was «perhaps the sole effective means of 
bringing a clear and complete security to the seas», however, consid-
ered only from the point of view of and for the Europeans.97

The evolution of the link between «empires» and «security» was 
marked by profound changes as well as deep strata of continuities and 
traditions. The forms of security that the mercantilist trading empires 
of the seventeenth and eighteenth century were searching for in the 
Mediterranean were the security of goods, strength, and power of 
the home country in competition with the other European nations; 
and the security of each man, ship, and servant of the «nation abroad» 
was still very similar to the main commercial interests defended also by 
Castlereagh, Canning, and Chateaubriand alongside and beyond the 
language of humanitarianism. The consular network did not change 
as much as one might think; Choiseul-Gouffier, Talleyrand, and Cha-
teaubriand used and traveled throughout nearly six decades within more 
or less that same infrastructure, and even the old Levant Company dis-
solved only shortly before Navarino. The Napoleonic era had unchained 
the geopolitical and quantitative-numerical perception of measuring 

ciétés qui aient naturellement plus besoin de sûreté, de simplicité et de rapidité dans 
les procédés administratifs que celles qui se fondent dans un pays nouveau. [...] 
l’homme doit y être moins que partout ailleurs gêné par son Gouvernement. Ce qu’il 
en attend surtout, c’est de la sécurité pour les fruits du travail et de la liberté pour le 
travail lui-même» (ibidem, p. 332).
 97. De Lange, «Menacing Tides», p. 342: quoting first a letter of May 5, 1830 
by Foreign Minister Jules Auguste, prince of Polignac to Laval [AE La Courneuve 
8CP/630, f. 203-210] and then a Memorandum of a French diplomat, both from the 
context of the Algeria invasion [AE Nantes, 166PO/E/159]. De Lange establishes a 
slightly different view on the same period: while I stressed here the dialectics of 
a then and partially also today positively semanticized humanitarian intervention 
(Greece) and a (today by most) negatively semanticized colonial conquest (Algeria), 
depending always from the points of view of the observers, he stresses even more the 
all-encompassing framework of a changing security culture of the Mediterranean of 
which both form a part: Security and Security History as a (non-Hegelian) Aufhe-
bung or merging of those oppositions.
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powers with regard to their position and relationship to the core of an 
empire to a level that was uncommon to enlightened politics. This set 
an epistemic drift in motion toward modern governmentality, which 
was characterized by the entanglement of opposed epistemic drifts: on 
the one hand, a growing awareness of the West’s own ignorance and 
the need for empiricist scientific research concerning the «Orient» was 
leading; on the other, a constant and more or less brutal making invis-
ible of all ethnic, religious, political and cultural subtleties and differ-
ences in decision-making concerning the security of one’s own empire 
was at stake. This enabled, in the end, the emergence of the colonial 
setting of that fundamental civilizational difference between Europe-
ans and non-Europeans, between colonizers and the colonized, also, 
and perhaps first in this world region, with regard to a post-Vienna con-
cept of security in international affairs, maritime as well as terrestrial. 
Napoleonic political planning and Napoleonic inspiration of scientific 
research went side by side. On what concerns the ‘liberalist’ self-under-
standing of Western constitutional or even republican imperial action, 
it seems that the translation into offers and claims of «security» was even 
more adaptable, or better sold, in the southern Mediterranean. Finally, 
the establishment of a newly-founded independent state, whose secu-
rity inside and outside was part of the inter-imperial negotiation on 
international security as a whole was in absolute synchrony with the 
emergence of modern colonial conquest and the efforts to securitize 
the conquered, based on the now fundamental hierarchy between civ-
ilizations, different from early modern forms of dichotomies between 
«us» and «barbarians». The decades between 1780 and 1830 are there-
fore a time of high-profile merging and entanglement of old and new 
forms of empire, imperial action, and security, of achronies98 and of 
conscious and unconscious translations between these old and new 
forms in infrastructural terms and, even more so, in terms of political 
perception.

 98. Cornel Zwierlein, «Return to Premodern Times? – Contemporary Security 
Studies, the Early Modern Holy Roman Empire, and Coping with Achronies», Ger-
man Studies Review, 38, 2 (2015), pp. 373-392.


